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Summary 
 
Holden desires a local economy that: 

 Offers convenient services for residents 
 Provides employment opportunities for those who desire to work close to home 
 Supports the town’s fiscal stability and strengthens its tax base 

And does so in a manner that does not compromise the existing character of the community. 
 
Holden has few remaining opportunities to accommodate future nonresidential development.  
Undeveloped parcels are small and capable of supporting only about 100,000 SF of new construction 
based upon existing development densities.  At the same time, new home development is rapidly 
consuming the Town’s remaining available land.  These trends indicate that Holden’s opportunities to 
increase its nonresidential tax base are limited to the redevelopment and expansion of existing sites, or 
the rezoning of suitable land from residential to commercial or industrial use.  In addition, the Town 
may be advised to consider measures to broaden its residential mix to encourage housing types that are 
fiscally neutral or positive.  These would include assisted living facilities, age-restricted or other types of 
housing that tend to have few school-aged children.  
 
Four “opportunity areas” within the Town of Holden were selected for an initial assessment of the 
potential tax base impacts associated with a realistic build out forecast for each area.  Potential fiscal 
benefits were analyzed to see whether they would justify municipal actions that may be needed to 
accomplish the desired results. 

 The “Holden Sand and Gravel” Site 
 The Holden Hospital Area:  
 The Rice School. 
 Route 122A Commercial Corridor 

While each of the opportunity areas individually represent a relatively small incremental gain in 
property tax base, the four areas combined could have a significant and measurable impact on Holden’s 
fiscal condition.  The four development areas represent a combined tax base expansion of roughly $46.6 
million.  About two thirds of this potential is associated with elderly or age-restricted housing and the 
remaining 34% or about $15.7 million in value would result from additional nonresidential 
development.  The $15.7 million figure also represents a 26% increase in the Town’s entire existing 
non-residential tax base of roughly $59.6 million. 
 
Recommended Actions.   Available measures for the Town to assist the redevelopment process are 
limited in scope and will only be successful if property owners choose to cooperate.   
 
1. Establish a disposition process for the former Rice School.  
2. Consider the Rice School as an alternative to help meet the Town’s Affordable Housing Goals 

under Chapter 40-B. 
3. Invest sale proceeds from the Rice School to support other economic development initiatives.    
4. Consider use of Tax Increment Financing (TIF) to help pay for additional traffic and 

streetscape improvements to Route 122A.   
5.  Evaluate the sale of other surplus Town property with commercial development potential. 
6.  Approach the current ownership of the Holden Hospital and Holden Nursing Home properties 

to consider development of a master plan for future expansion of the area including and 
surrounding those properties. 

7. Initiate a broader Comprehensive planning process to address residential growth management 
and the Town’s long-range fiscal challenges. 
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Holden’s Residential Real Estate Development Situation 
1. Holden is an attractive residential community whose rates of population increase have consistently 

exceeded State and County averages. 
2. The pace of residential real estate sales has accelerated dramatically over the past 5 years.  Resale 

activity has been exceeding new home purchases by a factor of 3 or 4 to 1.  A sustained 5% annual 
turnover rate could dramatically change the Town’s demographic makeup within a relatively short 
period. 

3. While Holden has seen significant levels of new home construction, during the last 3 fiscal years 
appreciation in value has accounted for more than twice the tax base increase resulting from new 
growth.  Demand for homes in Holden has surged ahead of new supply. 

4. Median sales prices for 4 bedroom Single Family homes doubled between 1996 and the end of 2001.  
Median prices of Single Family homes of 5 or more bedrooms rose by 120% during that period. 

5. Market rate homes in recent subdivisions are reported to be selling at ranges over $300,000. 
 
Holden Residents, Their Homes & Households 
1. The proportions of young adults and families headed by young adults have decreased significantly. 
2. There are increasing numbers of “nonfamily” households. 
3. Over the 1990s there was a net decline in renting households, due to no new construction of rental 

units other than Accessory Apartments, and also due to conversion of former rental units into owner-
occupied condominiums. 

4. There has been a decrease in the overall range of choice in types of units for both rental and 
homeownership 

5. Decreased vacancy rates and quick market absorption of new construction illustrate the “hot” local 
market for renting and homeownership. 

6. Lack of housing affordability is a problem for 20% of homeowner and 32% of renting households.  
Approximately 1100 local households are paying more than 30% of their monthly income on costs 
of housing. 

7. Less than 3% of Holden’s housing stock (154 units) was considered affordable under Chapter 40B in 
2002, indicating a deficit of more than 400 affordable units. 

 
Especially Needed Affordable Housing Options in Holden 

Number of 
units 

Group of concern Likely income 
ranges 

Unit characteristics 

69 Starter HH age 15 -24 Low  Mix of family & nonfamily.  Rentals 
Up to 300 Young adult & family 

HH age 25 – 34 
Low and 
moderate 

Rental & first time homebuyers. 
Condominiums. 

Approx. 150 
 

Total: 519 

Early retirement & 
retirement HH age 65-74 

Low, moderate, 
and middle  

0-, 1-, or 2-bedroom. 
Low or no maintenance. 
Support active, changing lifestyle. 
Barrier-free.    Assisted living. 

To increase the range of market-rate choices:  
Rentals for all types of households 
Smaller residences of 0 to 3 bedrooms for persons just starting out, empty nesters, seniors & elderly 
Clustered homes for reduced maintenance and less suburban setting 
Convenient, urbane units in centrally located townhouse or mixed use settings 
Assisted living/continued care 
 
Recommended actions aim to gain these needed choices through focused adjustments to key zoning 
provision, working with property owners & friendly Comprehensive Permits, and use of Town property. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The Town of Holden initiated this community development planning process in order to: 1) to 
strengthen Holden’s economic base to create and retain job opportunities for low, moderate 
and middle income residents; and 2) to broaden the Town’s tax base through increased private 
investment in identified opportunity areas.  This Economic Development Element builds upon 
prior economic development efforts, provides a baseline of information from which informed 
public policy decisions can be made, and offers recommendations to increase Holden’s 
employment, number of business establishments and future property tax revenues. 
 
This element begins with a summary of Holden’s economic development vision statement, 
goals and objectives.  The second section summarizes current economic conditions in Holden, 
discusses regional economic issues that are important to the community and presents 
employment forecasts for the town and the region.  The third section provides a brief summary 
of the regional industrial real estate market trends within central Massachusetts and the 
greater Boston area, in order to frame realistic expectations of potential market demand in 
Holden.  The fourth section profiles the Town’s property tax base and current land use 
conditions.  The fifth section provides an economic and fiscal analysis of four selected 
development sites within the community and the final portion of the Economic Development 
Element offers recommendations to achieve the Town’s goals of expanding employment, 
business establishments and property tax base in a controlled manner. 
 
 
 
Economic Development Vision, Goals and Objectives  
 
Economic Development Vision Statement 
 
Holden desires a local economy that: 
 

 Offers convenient services for residents 
 Provides employment opportunities for those that desire to work close to home 
 Supports the town’s fiscal stability and strengthens its tax base 

 
And does so in a manner that does not compromise the existing character of the 
community. 
 
The preceding analysis shows that Holden has few remaining opportunities to accommodate 
future nonresidential development.  Undeveloped parcels are small and capable of supporting 
only about 100,000 SF of new construction based upon existing development densities.  At the 
same time, new home development is rapidly consuming the Town’s remaining available land.  
These trends indicate that Holden’s opportunities to increase its nonresidential tax base are 
limited to the redevelopment and expansion of existing sites, or the rezoning of suitable land 
from residential to commercial or industrial use.  In addition, the Town may be advised to 
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consider measures to broaden its residential mix to encourage housing types that are fiscally 
neutral or positive.  These would include assisted living facilities, age-restricted or other types 
of housing that tend to have few school-aged children. The following section analyzes the 
potential feasibility and resulting fiscal impacts of these alternative strategies, applied to 
specific locations within the Town.  
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Goals and Objectives 
 
Increase Holden’s non-residential tax base.  
 
Holden’s remaining undeveloped land base is being consumed at an accelerating rate and the 
overwhelming majority of recent development has been residential in character. Only 6% of all 
new property tax base growth in the town since 1990 has been in commercial or industrial land 
uses.  Therefore, it is becoming increasingly important to the fiscal health of the community to 
preserve and enhance those few remaining areas which are suitable for commercial or 
industrial development.  It is not possible given Holden’s physical and market constraints, to 
capture enough non-residential development to “balance” the Town’s property tax base. 
However, the Town has identified four areas which could support fiscally positive development.  
These four areas include: 
 

1) Route 122A Commercial Corridor 
2) Holden Hospital Area  
3) Rice School 
4) The “Holden Sand and Gravel” parcel 

 
In addition to these, there may be an opportunity in the very long term, to encourage new 
industrial, office or mixed-use development in the vicinity of Interstate 190 in northeasterly 
quadrant of the town. The estimated development potential for these opportunity sites, as well 
as recommendations for achieving reuse potential of those sites is discussed later in this 
section. 
 
Provide a modest increase in the number of local employment opportunities and nearby 
services for the town’s resident population.  
 
Holden is a bedroom community and most residents do not wish to change the town’s 
predominantly residential character.  However, the town’s recent population and labor force 
growth has meant that an increasing percentage of Holden residents must travel outside of the 
community to work. In some cases, these commutes are over considerable distances. In 
addition, an expanding population creates opportunities for a greater number and variety of 
businesses to operate successfully within the town.  To the extent that needed goods and 
services can be provided locally, residents may be required to travel less to obtain basic 
services. 
 
Identify desired uses for certain underutilized non-residential parcels and work 
proactively to maximize the development potential of those areas. 
 
Holden possesses relatively few locations which are either properly zoned, are suitable to 
accommodate non-residential land uses, or are capable of supporting development on a 
significant scale.  Therefore, it is critical to first preserve and then optimize the future potential 
of these few remaining “opportunity areas”.  Given the accelerating rate at which Holden’s 
remaining land base is being consumed for new home construction, the Town’s failure to 
proactively address these opportunity areas will virtually eliminate any options to diversify the 
Town’s tax base in the future. 
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Consider other planning and growth management options to mitigate negative fiscal 
impacts from the town’s rapid residential growth. 
 
The pattern of residential growth and demographic change in Holden is placing increasing 
service demands on local government, at a time when non-property tax revenues are 
declining.  Consequently, property tax burdens on homeowners have increased and can be 
expected to continue to increase in the future.  Barring a return of growth rates in State Aid to 
mid-1990’s levels, increasing municipal service costs or cuts in services could negatively 
impact the town’s low and moderate income population.  While residential land use issues are 
outside the scope of this economic development element, it is clear from the following analysis 
that Holden does not possess a sufficient land base, market opportunities or public consensus 
to improve its fiscal condition through “economic development” measures alone.  Because the 
large majority of Holden’s remaining developable land base is residentially zoned, there is a 
clear need to plan for the future growth of all sectors of the community.  As part of that 
process, the Town should consider residential land use alternatives and growth management 
strategies which are fiscally less burdensome than recent trends. 
 
In order to better understand how the above goals and objectives could be achieved, it is first 
necessary to document recent development trends and realistically assess the Town’s 
potential to accommodate nonresidential growth.  Relevant trend data are presented in the 
following section. 
 
 
Profile of Existing Economic Conditions 
 
General Economic Characteristics 
 
This section summarizes general economic conditions within Holden and the surrounding 
region.  The information provided includes labor force and employment trends, characteristics 
of the local and regional economies and a profile of existing non-residential land uses in the 
town.  The majority of this information is taken from published secondary sources, including 
the Massachusetts Department of Employment and Training and the 2000 U.S. Census.  Due 
to the wide variety of topics discussed, information is presented graphically and the 
implications are summarized in bulleted form. 
 
Labor Force and Unemployment 
 

 Growth in the size of the labor force is an important indicator of job creation needs in a 
community.  According to labor force data provided by the Massachusetts Department 
of Employment and Training, Holden’s labor force was estimated at 8,057 in 2001.  The 
Town’s labor force showed a modest gain of only 196 (2.5%) from 1990 to 2001, but as 
indicated in Figure 1-1, experienced considerable volatility over the period. The growth 
in labor force is consistent with local population trends, which showed an increase in 
total household formations as well as the working aged population between 1990 and 
2000.  Labor force Worcester County grew faster than Holden during the 1990’s, 
gaining 13,793 over the same time period, an increase of 3.8%.  Figure 1.1 also 
illustrates the cyclical growth and decline in the local labor force that has accompanied 
recent business cycles.  The measured size of the local labor force declined significantly 
from 1990 to 1991, 1994 to 1995 and again from 1998 to 2000.  Each time, losses were 
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followed by gains when workers reentered the job market as the region’s economy 
recovered from recession.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-1.  Labor Force Trends: 1990-2001 
Town of Holden, MA
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 While the overall size Holden’s labor force remained relatively stable, the number of 
employed residents grew by 1,323 between 1990 and 2001, representing an increase of 
20.3%.  At the same time, the number of employed Worcester County residents 
increased by 22,687, a much slower 6.7% growth rate.  This trend suggests that 
Holden’s working aged population has been more successful in finding employment 
than region as a whole over the past decade.    

 
 Figure 1-2 shows that the local, regional and state unemployment rates experienced 

steady declines throughout the 1990s, followed by modest increases in 2000 and 2001.  
Holden’s unemployment rate has historically been well below both the County and State 
averages. The rate of unemployment in Holden averaged 1.7 percentage points below 
the County rate and 1.5 points below the state rate between 1990 and 2001.  The most 
recent reported resident unemployment rate (October of 2003) in Holden (5%) was well 
below the Worcester region (6.1%) and statewide average of 5.3%. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-2.  Unemployment Rate Trends: 1990-2001 
Holden, Worcester County, Massachusetts
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Industry Employment and Wages 
 

 Relative to the Greater Worcester job market as a whole, Holden is not a major 
employment center.  The Town contains only about 1 percent of the total regional 
employment1.  The number of payroll jobs offered by Holden-based employers totaled 
3,553 in 2001, well below the size of the Town’s labor force.  Locally based payroll 
employment actually declined by 58 jobs (1.5%) from 1995 to 2001.2  The decline in 
jobs offered by Holden employers was opposite to the regional trend, which saw an 
increase of 50,187 jobs (18.5%) over the same time period.  With the decline in the 
number of jobs in Holden coupled with the steady increase in resident employment, 
Holden has become a more of a bedroom community since the mid-1990’s.   

 
 Employment change by industry group for Holden is presented in Figure 1-3.  Holden’s 

job losses between 1990 and 2001 were concentrated in the manufacturing (312 jobs or 
a loss of 33%), construction (103 jobs or a loss of 39%) and transportation, 
communications and public utilities (TCPU) (47 jobs or 42%).  Although Holden’s total 
job base declines, jobs were created in the government (75 jobs), finance, insurance 
and real estate (FIRE) (38 jobs), agriculture/forestry (15 jobs), service (4 jobs), and 
trade (3 jobs) sectors.  The absence of significant local job growth in retail trade and 
services was particularly at odds with state and regional trends, which saw substantial 
job gains in those sectors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-3.  Distribution of Employment by Industry 1990-
2001
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 As shown in Figure 1-4, Holden’s 2001 employment base was fairly evenly distributed 
between the trade (935 jobs or 26%), government (816 jobs or 23%), services (739 jobs 
or 21%) and manufacturing (632 jobs or 18%) sectors.   

 

                                                 
1 Based on 2001 employment data for Worcester County. 
2 The employment figures used here represent payroll employees who are “covered” or eligible to receive 
unemployment compensation benefits, as reported by employers to the Massachusetts Department of 
Employment and Training.  Non-covered workers who are not included in these figures, may include business 
owners and self-employed individuals, part-time workers or casual labor which are not on payrolls. 
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Figure 1-4.  Distribution of Employment by Sector: 2001 
Town of Holden
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 Holden based business establishments and governmental employers paid over $119 
million in wages in 2002. The average annual wage ($33,390) paid by Holden firms was 
$5,477 lower than the average wage of the surrounding Southern Worcester Service 
Delivery Area (SDA) ($38,867).  With the exception of the government sector, workers 
in all sectors had average wages that were below the SDA average.  A detailed 
distribution of Holden’s employment and wage base is provided in Table 1-1.   

 
 Among local industry groups, the highest wage sectors in 2002 were the professional 

and technical services ($49,156), government ($48,228), manufacturing ($47,962), and 
finance and insurance ($47,130).   

 
 Similar to the Town’s employment base, the number of business establishments in 

Holden has declined by a total of 8 (or 2.5%) from 316 in 1995 to 308 in 2001.  Once 
again, the decline in business establishments and locally based employers occurred at 
a time when the number of employed residents grew by more than 20%.   This 
obviously indicates that increasing numbers of residents must commute out of the 
community for employment.   
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Table 1-1.  Comparison Employment and Average Wages for Selected Industries: 2002 
Town of Holden and Southern Worcester Service Delivery Area 

Total Employment Avg. Annual Wage Percent of SDA Total Industry 
Holden SDA Holden SDA Employment Avg. Wage

NATURAL RESOURCES N/A 373 N/A $38,812 N/A N/A
CONSTRUCTION 187 10,912 $37,196 $47,679 1.7% 78.0%
MANUFACTURING 493 31,748 $47,962 $49,802 1.6% 96.3%
TRADE, TRANS. AND UTILITIES 714 47,926 $28,615 $33,207 1.5% 86.2%

Wholesale Trade 167 10,235 $42,752 $47,444 1.6% 90.1%
Retail Trade 499 28,405 $22,199 $24,889 1.8% 89.2%

INFORMATION 63 4,836 $29,665 $55,367 1.3% 53.6%
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 116 14,233 $40,962 $48,078 0.8% 85.2%

Finance and Insurance 70 11,817 $47,130 $50,242 0.6% 93.8%
Real Estate 46 2,416 $31,575 $37,020 1.9% 85.3%

PROF. AND BUS. SERVICES 239 29,473 $37,210 $49,682 0.8% 74.9%
Professional and Tech. Services 122 6,635 $49,156 $57,860 1.8% 85.0%

Admin. And Waste Services 113 11,251 $24,573 $32,510 1.0% 75.6%
EDUCATION AND HEALTH SERV. 1,080 62,103 $33,430 $36,212 1.7% 92.3%

Health Care and Social Ass. 541 37,687 $27,517 $33,704 1.4% 81.6%
LEISURE AND HOSPITALITY 374 20,200 $10,949 $15,625 1.9% 70.1%
OTHER SERVICES 80 8,855 $21,032 $24,184 0.9% 87.0%
GOVERNMENT 222 9,153 $48,228 $41,589 2.4% 116.0%
Total 3,568 239,812 $33,390 $38,867 1.5% 85.9%
Source: Massachusetts Department of Employment and Training 

 
 Figure 1-5 shows the distribution of Holden’s business establishments by industry 

sector for 2001.  As shown, Holden has its highest concentrations of firms in the service 
(106 firms or 36%), trade (81 firms or 26%) and construction (44 firms or 14%) sectors.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-5.  Distribution of Firms by Industry Sector: 2001 
Town of Holden
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 As shown in Table 1-2, the Greater Worcester Region is home to many large employers 
with some of the largest in the health care, education, financial services, government, 
information technology and manufacturing sectors.  According to the Worcester 
Regional Chamber of Commerce, Holden’s largest employer (Reed-Rico PCC) is small 
by comparison to other regional firms.   

 
 Table 1-2.  Largest Employers: 2002 

Worcester Region 

Employer Name 
Location Number of 

Employees 
Umass Memorial Health Care Worcester 8,000
EMC Corporation Hopkinton 5,500
Umass medical School Worcester 5,200
Worcester Public Schools Worcester 4,302
Allmerica Financial Worcester 3,340
Fallon Clinic Worcester 2,416
St. Vincent Healthcare Worcester 2,400
City of Worcester Worcester 2,081
Hewlett-Packard Shrewsbury 1,990
Saint-Gobain Abrasives Worcester 1,925

Largest Holden Employer 
Reed-Rico PCC Holden 325
Source: Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Employment Forecasts 
 
Methodologies used to estimate long-range demand for future commercial, industrial or office 
space in a community or region, generally rely on employment projections.  In order to 
estimate employment change in the Southern Worcester SDA, employment projections from 
the Massachusetts Department of Employment and Training (1998 to 2008) were used.  
Highlights of this projection include:  
 

 The southern Worcester region is projected to add approximately 19,500 jobs to its 
employment base over the ten year period ending in 2008.  Based on the Town’s 
historical capture rate of 1 to 1.5%, a range of 190 to 290 of these jobs could be 
expected to locate in Holden over the period.  Using typical ratios of building square 
footage per employee, these modest job gains would be sufficient to occupy 90,000 to 
220,000 square feet of building space.  This amount of demand is modest and would 
not be sufficient to impact the Town’s tax base on a significant level. 

 
 About 90% of forecasted job growth regionally will be within service industries, a sector 

which has not grown in Holden over the past decade.   
 

 An estimated 4,200 manufacturing jobs are projected to be lost regionally over the next 
decade.  Manufacturing still represents 18% of Holden’s employment base and a higher 
percentage of the Town’s non-residential property tax base.  Absent of a change in the 
region’s economy or a proactive economic development effort by the Town, Holden 
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could expect to lose additional manufacturing jobs over the next decade.  These job 
losses could also produce pressures to lower industrial property values in the future. 

 
 The fastest growing occupations over the time period are expected to be: 

 
o Computer support specialists 
o Computer engineers 
o Biological scientists 
o Home health aides 

 
The majority of these types of jobs are typically housed in office, medical or R&D space.  
If Holden is to capture these types of jobs in the future, it will be necessary for the Town 
to provide suitable locations for this type of development to occur. 
 

 
Regional Industrial Real Estate Market Trends 
 
This section presents a very basic overview of existing industrial and office building supply 
within the central Massachusetts and greater Boston market areas.  The purpose of this 
market overview is to provide a “snapshot” of current industrial market conditions so as to 
provide market direction for (re)development of identified sites in the community.  Information 
is presented on the supply, demand and current pricing for industrial land within the greater 
Boston market as well as observations as to likely market direction for industrial building 
space.  As this analysis is basic in scope, bulleted narratives have been presented.   
 
Real estate market information was gathered from real estate brokers and published 
secondary sources, including CB Richard Ellis, Grubb and Ellis and Cushman and Wakefield.  
Economic development sources such as the Massachusetts Alliance for Economic 
Development and the New England Real Estate Journal were also consulted.  Most of the 
information reported below is directly attributable to those sources. 
 
Regional Industrial/Business Parks 
 

 There are approximately 25 industrial/business parks within central Massachusetts.  
Within the identified industrial/business parks, it is estimated that there is well over 
1,500 acres of land available for development3.  It should be noted that not all of this 
supply of land is available for development as it is assumed that a portion of the 
acreage is not developable due to environmental constraints such as wetlands, etc.  
Table 1-3 provides an inventory of central Massachusetts’ industrial/business parks and 
an estimate of available land for development.  At historical rates of absorption and 
given projected rates of job growth in the region, 1,500 acres represents a minimum 10 
to 15 year inventory of available supply.  In addition to established industrial parks, 
there is still a large regional inventory of industrial-zoned land which could support new 
industrial/business park development in the future. 

 

                                                 
3 A small number of industrial parks omitted the amount of land that is available for development. Therefore, the 
total regional supply of industrial land is greater than 1,500 acres. 
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Table 1-3.  Inventory of Industrial Parks: 2003 
Central Massachusetts 

Park Name Location Total Acres Acres Available 
Interchange Ind. Park Auburn 43 18
Devens Ayer 4,400 N/A
Cranberry Meadow Park Charleton 175 150
Montachusett Industrial Park Fitchburg 30 15
Summit Industrial Park Gardner 125 35
Hopping Brook Park Holliston 350 190
Lancaster Industrial Park Lancaster 130 130
Orangewood Industrial Park Leominster 16 16
Orchard Hill Park Leominster 80 80
International Corporate Park Marlborough 40 40
Lake Williams Center Marlborough 61 N/A
495 Commerce Park Milford 5 N/A
Milford/Bellingham Park Milford 357 51
Old Cedar Park Milford 6 6
Tufts Science Park North Grafton 106 106
Boston Hill Northborough 136 70
Interstate 290 Park Northborough 65 N/A
Southbridge Business Center Southbridge 150 60
Southbridge Environmental Park Southbridge 402 117
Sturbridge Industrial Park Sturbridge 94 80
Baldwinville Templeton 88 88
Ironstone Industrial Park Uxbridge 400 200
Westford Technology Park Westford 100 10
Mass. Biotech Park Worcester 105 35
Worcester Corporate Center Worcester 87 40

Total 7,551 1,537
Note: Four parks omitted the amount of land that is available for development, 
therefore, the total acreage available for development is understated. 

Source: Massachusetts Alliance for Economic Development 
 
 
Industrial Land Pricing 
 

 Based on information provided by industrial real estate professionals knowledgeable of 
the regional market, land prices range between $10,000 to $110,000 per acre.  It should 
be noted that this wide range in prices depends primarily on individual parcel location 
relative to markets and major transportation routes, environmental constraints and 
utilities available for potential users.  It is estimated that achievable land values in 
Holden are likely to range from $40,000 to $60,000 per acre.  Land values are important 
because they determine how much developers can afford to spend on roads, utilities 
and other infrastructure to prepare sites for development.  Relatively low land values 
generally make it unfeasible to develop large or marginally suitable parcels which have 
high site development or infrastructure costs.  
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Supply of Available Building Space 
 

 The supply of vacant available industrial building space within the greater Boston 
market has increased during the recent economic downturn, as companies have 
downsized their employment and shed excess properties.  For example, since 2000, 
over six million square feet of industrial space returned to the greater Boston market. 
Current industrial building vacancy is estimated at 15.3%.   

 
 There is limited construction activity for industrial buildings in the order of approximately 

five million square feet since 2001, however, evidence suggests that most of this 
construction began during the peak of the economic upturn and then was taken to 
completion.  Due to economic uncertainty within the industrial market, new construction 
activity is generally limited to build-to-suit projects which are typically large end-users 
with very specialized space needs that cannot be accommodated within the supply of 
available building space.   

 
Overall Industrial Market Trends and Implications for Holden 
 

 There is currently a general overall decrease in demand for industrial land and buildings 
within the greater Boston market as companies become cost-sensitive due to economic 
uncertainty and bring expenditures in-line with revenues.   However, some companies, 
who do not require specialized space, have taken advantage of the abundant supply of 
available (generic) building space.  Generic building space generally is found in large, 
functionally obsolete buildings or mill space. 

 
 Most established industrial users with space requirements are currently demanding 

specialized space which cannot be found within the supply of mostly functionally 
obsolete buildings.  Specialized space generally consists of buildings with higher than 
average ceilings, multiple loading docks, warehouse space combined with office space, 
etc.  Due to low interest rates, some end users which require specialized space are 
bypassing the functionally obsolete buildings and building new space to suit their needs 

 
 The limited amount of suitable land within the greater Boston market should push 

demand for industrial land to the south and west of Boston.  As such, a serviced 
industrial or business park development in Holden (if available) would likely become 
more marketable over the long run, probably within the next ten years.  In the interim, it 
is expected that future demand will be for specialized owner-occupied custom build to 
suit facilities.  This could create opportunities to attract owner-end users to individual 
building parcels.  Barring this type of activity, non-residential development prospects in 
Holden are likely to be limited in the near term to smaller retail or service oriented 
businesses that are currently serving Holden’s population from locations in nearby 
communities. 
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Tax Base and Local Development Trends 
 
Tax Base 
 
The following section provides information on an analysis of Holden’s land use and property 
tax base as well as insights into local residential and non-residential development trends.  
Municipal revenue and tax base information used within this analysis was provided by the 
Massachusetts Department of Revenue as well as land use and property assessment 
information provided by the Town of Holden’s property assessment database.  The following 
bullets summarize highlights of the analysis. 

 As shown in Figure 1-6, Holden’s property tax base grew by only 3.4% from 1990 to 
2000 compared to 340% growth between 1980 and 1990. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Growth in Holden’s property tax base has averaged $30.2 million per year since fiscal 
year (FY) 1990.  Interestingly, 92% of all new property tax base growth has been from 
residential sources with less than 6% being from commercial sources.  Figure 1-7 
shows the change in total annual assessed valuation between 1990 and 2000 for 
Holden. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-6.  Equalized Valuation Trends: 1970-2000 
Town of Holden, MA 
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Figure 1-7.  Change in Total Annual Assessed Valuation: 
1990-2000 
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Current Land Use Conditions 

 Based on an analysis of Holden’s property tax assessment database provided by the 
Town’s Assessment Department, the town contains approximately 22,450 acres of land.  
(Figure 1-8 provides a distribution of the Town’s acreage by land use.) Of the Town’s 
total acreage, approximately 19,200 acres (85% of its land base) are used for 
residential or tax exempt purposes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-8.  Distribution of Holden Land Area by Land Use 
(% of Total Acres)
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 Only 688 acres (representing 3% of the total land area) of the Town’s land base is 
allocated to commercial and industrial land uses.   

 
 Approximately 2,030 acres (9% of the total land area) is classified as open space, 

Chapter 61, agricultural and recreational uses.   
 The remaining 2% is classified as “mixed-use”.  However, most of the mixed-use 

properties in Holden are also primarily residential in nature.   
 

 Based on the Town’s assessment records, Holden has approximately 11.9 million 
square feet (SF) of building space.  Of that total, about 1.4 million SF (representing 
11%) of building space is used for commercial and industrial purposes. 

 Figure 1-9.  Distribution of Developed Holden Building 
Space by Land Use (SF)
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 Almost 9.6 million SF 
of space or 81% of 
the Town’s building 
stock is used for 
residential purposes.  
Figure 1-9 provides 
the distribution of 
Holden’s building 
stock by land use. 
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Developable Land Base 
 

 Based on current local assessment information which classifies vacant land for 
development potential, nearly 60% of Holden’s remaining “vacant” land is likely to be 
developable for housing in the near term. Many of these vacant parcels have already 
been subdivided and are being taxed as “buildable” lots.4  It is therefore likely that the 
owners of these parcels intend to develop them in the short term. A summary of 
Holden’s undeveloped land by land use code is presented in Table 1-4. 

 
 This table shows that only 21 acres or less than 0.5% of Holden’s remaining land base 

is available for future commercial and/or industrial development.  Furthermore, the size 
of remaining undeveloped commercial/industrial lots is very small, averaging only 1.4 
acres per parcel.  The small size of remaining lots makes it very unlikely that any new 
large-scale nonresidential construction could occur in Holden the foreseeable future. 

 
 

Table 1-4.  Characteristics of Holden's Remaining Private Developable Land Base 
Number of  Total Total Assessed Avg. Parcel  Average Current Land Use 
 Parcels  Acres  Value   Size (AC)   Value/AC 

Developable/Potential Residential          696  2,672.7 $  34,499,700           3.8  $   12,908 
Chapter 61, 61A            49     790.3 $       145,800         16.1  $        184 
Developable/Potential Comm/Ind            16      21.6 $       478,500           1.4  $   22,143 
Active Agriculture            45      892.5 $       251,000         19.8  $        281 
Commercial Recreation            10     144.7 $       155,300         14.5  $     1,073 
Total          816 4,521.8 $  35,530,300           5.5  $    7,858 
Source: Holden property tax assessment records and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
 
Nonresidential Development Trends 
 

 Table 1-5 provides a similar distribution of already developed non-residential land uses 
in Holden.  This table shows, most existing properties are developed to a relatively very 
low density or Floor Area Ratio (FAR).5  Typical FAR’s in suburban locations like Holden 
will range from 0.2 to 0.25, or about 10,000 SF of building space or more per acre.  For 
all land uses except hospitals and nursing homes, local FAR’s are below 2.0 and in 
most cases below 0.1.  This means that for every 10,000 SF of buildings, more than 
100,000 SF of lot area (2.5 acres) is effectively consumed.  Based on existing FAR’s, 
Holden’s remaining undeveloped commercial and industrial land would be expected to 
support only 100,000 SF of new buildings. 

 
 
 

                                                 
4 It should be noted that the total does not include excess land on “underdeveloped” parcels that may be 
subdivided and used for another purpose. 
5 Floor Area Ratio (FAR) is a measure of density and is defined as the total building area (square feet) divided by 
the total parcel area. 
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Table 1-5.  Characteristics of Holden's Existing Commercial and Industrial Properties 
 Number of  Total Total Assessed  Total   Average   Average [1] Average Land Use  Parcels   Acres  Value   Building SF Value/AC  Value/Blg SF  FAR [2] 

Hospitals/Nursing Homes              3     12.6 $4,924,800      126,122 $391,168  $39.05     0.23
Comm. Storage/Greenhouses            10     22.3 $2,829,000        79,018 $126,810  $35.80     0.08
Retail Buildings            40     73.8 $20,146,500      328,507 $273,062  $61.33     0.10
Automotive Uses            18     14.3 $3,664,600        70,271 $255,515  $52.15     0.11
Office Buildings            41     14.4 $9,112,200      106,249 $633,496  $85.76     0.17
Commercial Recreation              2   135.6 $479,200         7,250 $3,533  $66.10     0.00
Industrial/Warehousing/R&D            17   216.2 $17,258,100      649,486 $79,814  $26.57     0.07
Sand & Gravel, Quarrying              2   132.4 $1,188,100            947 $8,976  $1,254.59     0.00
Total          133   621.6 $59,602,500   1,367,850 $95,882  $42.73     0.09
Notes 
  [1] Average assessed values/building SF exclude buildings in sand, gravel & quarrying operations. 
  [2] Average Floor Area Ratios (FAR) for commercial/industrial buildings exclude commercial recreation (golf) and 
sand & gravel operations. 
Source: Holden property tax assessment records and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
 Measured in terms of assessed value per acre, office and medical buildings generate 

the highest gains in real property value, averaging $633,496 and $391,168 per acre, 
respectively.  Industrial uses have a much lower assessed value per acre than office or 
retail uses and assessed building values are also relatively low at $27 per square foot.  
A contributing factor to this low value may be the vacant Jefferson Mill. 

 
 Figure 1-10 shows 

the historical 
amount of 
commercial or 
industrial building 
space constructed 
in Holden each 
decade according 
to Town 
assessment 
department 
records.  As 
shown, 
approximately 
22,800 square feet 
of building space 
has been constructed in the Town between since 1990.  The amount of 
commercial/industrial building absorption since 1990 is a marked decline compared to 
the previous three decades, when an average of 269,000 square feet of space was built 
per period.  This recent substantial reduction in building construction is probably closely 
related to the decline in land inventory described above.   

 

Figure 1-10.  Distribution of Commercial/Industrial 
Building Space by Decade Built: Town of Holden 
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 Figure 1-11 
provides a similar 
trend analysis 
showing the 
amount of 
industrial and 
commercial land 
absorbed in 
Holden per 
decade. As 
shown, less than 6 
acres of land has 
been developed 
for commercial or 
industrial uses 
since 1990.  
Nonresidential land development has declined dramatically since the 1970s when 
Holden absorbed 20 acres per year.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1-12 shows 

average per 
square foot 
assessed values 
of commercial and 
industrial buildings 
by decade built.  
Holden property 
tax assessment 
records show that 
average non-
residential building 
values have 
steadily increased, 
with buildings built 
during the 1990s 
and later, having an average assessed value of $87 per square foot.  

Figure 1-11.  Distribution of Commercial/Industrial Acres 
Developed by Decade: Town of Holden 
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Figure 1-12.  Average Commercial/Industrial Assessed 
Value/SF by Decade Built: Town of Holden 
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Residential Development Trends 
 

 This section 
provides similar 
trend data for 
residential 
develop-ment in 
the Town.  Figure 
1-13 tracks, the 
average size 
(finished living 
area) of single 
family homes built 
in Holden by 
decade.  Average 
residential home 
sizes have 
increased from an 
average of about 1,500 SF per unit during the 1970’s to approximately 2,600 SF since 
2000.  

Figure 1-13.  Average Residential Building Size by Decade 
Built: Town of Holden 
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 The average assessed value of recent residential construction is also substantially 
higher than older homes.  Figure 1-14 shows that single family homes built in Holden 
since 2000 
have an 
average 
assessed 
value of 
$318,000 
per unit, 
more than 
twice the 
value of 
homes built 
prior to 
1959.  
While these 
trends 
indicate that 
new homes generate higher property tax revenues than existing housing, it is also 
appears that newer construction is not affordable to low or moderate income residents.  

 

Figure 1-14.  Average Residential Home Value by Decade 
Built: Town of Holden 
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 Consistent with building area, average lot sizes for newly constructed homes has also 
increased.  Average lot sizes have increased by roughly one-third of an acre each 
decade since 1940.  The average lot size for all single family parcels is 1.36 acres. 
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 Consistent with 
increasing lot size, 
Holden’s 
remaining land 
area is being 
absorbed for 
residential 
develop-ment at 
an increasing rate.  
Nearly 330 acres 
of land has been 
developed for 
residential 
purposes between 
2000 and 2002.  
Figure 1-15 shows the amount of residential land absorbed each decade for residential 
uses. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-15.  Distribution of Residential Acres Developed 
by Decade: Town of Holden 
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Summary 
 
The preceding analysis shows that Holden has few remaining opportunities to accommodate 
future nonresidential development.  Undeveloped parcels are small and capable of supporting 
only about 100,000 SF of new construction based upon existing development densities.  At the 
same time, new home development is rapidly consuming the Town’s remaining available land.  
These trends indicate that Holden’s opportunities to increase its nonresidential tax base are 
limited to the redevelopment and expansion of existing sites, or the rezoning of suitable land 
from residential to commercial or industrial use.  In addition, the Town may be advised to 
consider measures to broaden its residential mix to encourage housing types that are fiscally 
neutral or positive.  These would include assisted living facilities, age-restricted or other types 
of housing that tend to have few school-aged children. The following section analyzes the 
potential feasibility and resulting fiscal impacts of these alternative strategies, applied to 
specific locations within the Town.  
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Analysis of Development Opportunity Areas 
 
 
The following section provides a preliminary economic and fiscal analysis of four 
selected development “opportunity areas” within the Town of Holden.  The areas 
identified for study were selected by the Community Development Committee, after 
screening several alternatives.  Two of the study areas analyzed represent parcels that 
are owned by a single entity, while the other two areas involve multiple properties in 
separate ownership. The identified areas are already developed but represent locations, 
which could physically accommodate additional industrial, commercial, office, retail or 
mixed-use construction.  The purpose of this effort is to provide an initial assessment 
of the potential tax base impacts associated with a realistic build out forecast for each 
area, in order to determine whether the potential fiscal benefits justify municipal actions 
that may be needed to accomplish the desired results. 
 
 
The four opportunity areas addressed below include: 
 

 The “Holden Sand and Gravel” Site:  This area encompasses roughly 50 acres 
including and surrounding the existing sand and gravel operation.  

 
 The Holden Hospital Area:  This location includes the existing Holden Hospital and 

surrounding tax exempt acreage that is owned by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. 

 
 The Rice School: Although the former Rice School property cannot physically 

accommodate substantial new development, this parcel was included in the analysis 
because of the Town’s ongoing efforts to identify a reuse for the property. 

 
 Route 122A Commercial Corridor: This study area includes numerous commercially 

zoned parcels located on either side of Route 122A, extending approximately from 
Shrewsbury Street to the Rutland Town Line. 

 
 
The methodology used to calculate the economic and fiscal impact of development on each 
site consisted of the following steps.   
 

 Based on input provided by the Community Development Committee and Town Staff, 
RKG Associates, Inc. pulled tax parcel data and aggregated existing development 
information for each area. 

 
 Daylor Associates overlayed mapping information and calculated the remaining 

acreage that could be developed within each study area by backing out already 
developed land, land with total development constraints, partial development 
constraints and no constraints.  
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 Using Daylor’s calculations, RKG estimated the amount of building construction that 
could realistically be located in each study area.  Relying on market research findings 
summarized in the preceding section, RKG also estimated the types of land uses that 
are most likely to be feasible, based on each study area’s respective location, physical 
characteristics and neighborhood surroundings.  RKG further estimated realistic 
building densities that could be achieved in each area and the resulting assessed value 
and tax base impacts, which would result from successful development.  

 
 The allocation of land uses and resulting development estimates also considered the 

collective build out of all four areas, recognizing that Holden’s market potential was 
limited in some sectors.   

 
 The following sections summarize the analysis findings for each opportunity area.  
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Area 1: Holden Sand and Gravel 
 
The Holden Sand and Gravel property (Area 1) consists of approximately fifty acres bounded 
by Highland, Wachusett and Union Streets and identified on Map 1-1.  A portion of the site is 
currently used as an active sand and gravel operation, although actual excavation from the 
property appears to be limited and much of the material is trucked in for processing.  A self-
storage facility is also located adjacent to the gravel operation and shares the same entrance 
to the property.  These two uses effectively consume about 9 acres of the 50-acre site.  
 
Area 1 is generally surrounded by single-family homes, which limits access to the property 
from locations other than the sand and gravel and self-storage businesses.  Very few 
commercial uses are located in the immediate vicinity, and it is doubtful that the site is suitable 
for large-scale retail or commercial development in the near term.  In our judgment, as long as 
the existing businesses occupy the primary access point to the parcel, there will be very limited 
development opportunities for the unused portions of the site.   
 
Redevelopment of this property could become viable if the existing industrial and warehousing 
operations are removed and the entire area is assembled and master planned as a mixed-use 
project.  Because the surrounding neighborhood is residential in character, it is also likely that 
a mixed-use development of Area 1 would need to be primarily residential in order to limit 
impacts on abutters. Absent of any action on the part of the Town, it is also likely in our 
judgment that the property would, over the long term, transition to a residential use.    
 

Table 1-6. Development and Tax Base Potential  
Area 1: Holden Sand and Gravel 

Land Area 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed 9
  Partial Development Constraints 19
  No Development Constraints 22
Total Acres 50
Building Potential (SF) 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed  0
  Partial Development Constraints 82,764
  No Development Constraints 143,748
Total Building SF 226,512
Assessed Value 
  Commercial/Retail/Office $1,359,072
  Industrial/R&D  0
  Age Restricted Housing $17,328,168
Potential Gain in Assessed Value $18,687,240
Source: Daylor Consulting and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
As shown in Table 1-6, because only a relatively small portion of Area 1 is constrained for 
development, RKG and Daylor Consulting estimate that this area could support more than 
226,000 SF of building construction.  It is our recommendation that the site be considered as a 
suitable location for an over-55 community, perhaps supported by a small commercial/retail 
center that is sized to serve the surrounding neighborhood.  The types of housing that are 
suitable for this site could include custom-built homes in a clustered or zero lot line 
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configuration, manufactured housing, condominiums or garden apartments.  While it may not 
be possible to guarantee that such a development is limited to empty nesters or retirees, the 
design and pricing patterns of units typically found in these types of developments tend to 
generate very low school-aged populations and produce positive fiscal impacts for their host 
communities.  Although a comprehensive market analysis is beyond the scope of this report, 
based on the limited existing regional supply of this type of product and an aging population, 
this type of development may be viable.  As shown above, Area 1 could generate nearly $19 
million in assessed value, based on current property values in Holden.  
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Area 1: Holden Sand & Gravel 
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Area 2: Holden Hospital  
 
Holden Hospital area includes 2 parcels owned by the Holden Hospital Corporation, part of the 
UMass Medical Center, plus the Holden Nursing Home.  Combined, these properties occupy 
roughly 12.5 acres and have a current assessed value of about $4.9 million. There is also 
additional undeveloped land to the rear of the existing medical buildings, which is (believed to 
be) owned by the Commonwealth.  Together, the entire area encompasses approximately 30 
acres, including 20 acres with the potential to support future development.  The location, 
setting and zoning of the Holden Hospital Area appear on the following map. 
 

Table 1-7. Development and Tax Base Potential 
Area 2: Holden Hospital 

Land Area 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed 9
  Partial Development Constraints 3
  No Development Constraints 17
Total Acres 30
Building Potential (SF)  
  Absolute Constraints or Developed   
  Partial Development Constraints 12,197
  No Development Constraints 151,589
Total Building SF  163,786
Assessed Value 
  Commercial/Retail/Office $4,176,533
  Industrial/R&D  0
  Medical/Assisted Living $11,464,992
Potential Gain in Assessed Value $15,641,525
Source: Daylor Consulting and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
Because of the relatively high assessed value of existing land uses, Area 2 is a very important 
component of the Town’s non-residential tax base, as well as a major local employment 
generator.  For these reasons, it is in the Town’s fiscal interest to help support the long-term 
viability of the existing hospital and nursing home, and encourage the expansion of 
comparable high-valued development into adjacent undeveloped land.  RKG and Daylor 
Consulting estimate that this area could support a maximum of nearly 164,000 SF of additional 
building construction.  With a total assessed value of more than $15.6 million, this potential 
represents three times the value of and related support services. 
 
Given the current volatility in the medical services industry, it may be unlikely that Area 2 could 
ever expand by more than 160,000 SF.  However, even a modest expansion of the property 
could have significant tax benefits to the Town.  No other similarly sized area in Holden 
appears to be capable of supporting a comparable gain in tax base with relatively limited 
impacts on surrounding properties.   Based on the site’s characteristics and location, we 
recommend that the Area 2 be targeted for future development of a mix of general, 
professional and medical office space, additional nursing home beds or assisted living units. 
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Area 2: Holden Hospital 
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Area 3: Rice School 
 
 
Although significantly smaller than the other opportunity areas, the Town of Holden has been 
working for some time to identify alternative uses for the former Rice School.  Consequently, 
the property is included among the opportunity areas identified in this report.  This former 
public elementary school consists of a 31,500 SF, multi-story building located on 
approximately 4 acres.  Built in 1920, the existing building requires a significant level of 
rehabilitation and the site possesses limited off street parking to support intensive uses. 
Although portions of the building are still used for recreational and other Town purposes, the 
majority of space is vacant. 
 
The Rice School carries an assessed value of $1.16 million but is tax-exempt.  If privately 
owned and redeveloped, the net gain in taxable assessed value could exceed $2.0 million (see 
Table 1-8). The Town therefore needs to determine whether is in the community’s best interest 
to retain the Rice School in public ownership and invest additional public funds to stabilize and 
operate the building, or to offer the property to the private sector 
 
The school is located within an established residential area and abutters have opposed some 
proposed uses of the property.  One supported use is a small business “incubator” that would 
be designed to encourage start-up ventures.  Business incubators typically offer affordable 
leased space to multiple tenants, with centralized administrative/support services included in 
the rent.  While the concept of a business incubator may have positive long-range economic 
benefits to the Town, it is very uncertain whether there is sufficient tenant demand for such a 
facility, whether the associated lease income would be sufficient to support needed building 
renovations and whether a qualified entity could be found to assume ownership and 
management of the property.  For such a use to work, it is probable that the building would 
need to be effectively donated rather than sold, that the ownership entity would be exempt 
from property taxes and that substantial funding would need to be raised to both retrofit the 
building and to subsidize operating losses during the start-up/leasing phase. If the Town’s goal 
is to receive income from the sale and to attract a fiscally positive use, it is doubtful that a 
business incubator represents the highest and best use of this property. 
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Table 1-8. Development and Tax Base Potential 
Area 3: Rice School 

Land Area 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed 4
  Partial Development Constraints  0
  No Development Constraints  0
Total Acres 4
Building Potential (SF) 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed  0
  Partial Development Constraints  0
  No Development Constraints  0
Total Building SF 31,500
Assessed Value 
  Commercial/Retail/Office  0
  Industrial/R&D  0
  Affordable or market rate housing $2,047,500
Potential Gain in Assessed Value $2,047,500
Source: Daylor Consulting and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
 
The Rice School has limited commercial visibility or access and has limited capacity for on-site 
parking.  In addition, the building structure is not well suited for multi-tenant commercial or 
office use and the cost to rehabilitate the building as income property probably exceeds 
achievable rents.  Given these constraints, the only viable commercial or office scenario for 
this building would be a single owner-occupant business who may desire to locate in a unique 
facility, and would be willing to absorb the costs and inefficiencies associated with retrofitting 
the building.  Absent of an individual business, the most viable use of the building is clearly 
multi-family housing.  Again, potentially high rehabilitation costs may preclude rental housing 
as a financially viable alternative.  Achievable unit values for condominiums are more attractive 
in Holden and are likely to be high enough to attract developer interest.   
 
 
As the seller, the Town of Holden is in a strong position to effectively manage the disposition 
process and control the future redevelopment of the Rice School.  By defining the Town’s 
objectives and encouraging competitive bidding for the property, the Town can choose to sell 
to an entity that proposes the most attractive redevelopment plan for the property in the long-
term.  Again, the household demographics of potential future building tenants or condominium 
owners can be effectively influenced by unit design and the marketing orientation of 
development.  By exercising flexibility on the sale price, the Town can also use the Rice 
School to achieve a percentage of its affordable housing goal, if so desired.   
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Area 4: Route 122A Commercial Corridor 
 
An analysis of property tax records shows that there are 164 parcels totaling nearly 860 acres 
with frontage on Route 122A.  This corridor contains the bulk of Holden’s existing commercial 
property tax base and has the greatest potential to support new tax base from the expansion of 
existing businesses, the transition of remaining residential properties to higher valued uses 
and the “infill” of remaining undeveloped land over time.  Although some segments of Route 
122A are commercial in character, Table 1-9 shows that commercial land uses occupy only 
17% of all acreage on the corridor.     
 

Table 1-9.  Characteristics of Existing Development 
Along the Route 122A Corridor 

 
Land Use 

Total 
Acres 

Building 
Area (SF) 

Number of 
Parcels 

  Residential 482.8 250,353 107 
  Commercial 145.4 42,367 11 
  Industrial 0.9 2,601 1 
  Forest/Agriculture 52.5 0 4 
  Tax Exempt 138.6 289,730 15 
  Vacant Land 37.9 62,501 26 
TOTALS 858.1 647,522 164 
Sources: Holden Property Tax Records and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
How much additional commercial, retail or office development should be encouraged along 
Route 122A is a local policy decision that should be made after balancing the need for 
additional tax base against other legitimate policy concerns, including traffic impacts and the 
management of “sprawl”.  While there may be disagreement in Holden over how much 
additional land should be developed for commercial or industrial uses, there is probably a local 
consensus that the Town would benefit from private reinvestment in existing properties and the 
overall expansion of available retail goods and services over time.   
 
The Town has recently completed extensive traffic and streetscape improvements along Route 
122A, extending from the vicinity of Malden Street to the Holden Town Hall.  Typically, local 
public works projects are followed by private sector investments in land and buildings, which 
have a positive impact on commercial properties located within the improved section of the 
corridor.  Recent investments to Route 122A, coupled with the Town’s residential growth, 
should begin to produce a private sector response within the next one to three years.   
 
Table 1-10 provides an estimate of the potential increase in commercial assessed value that 
might occur along the portion of Route 122A that was recently improved.  As shown, there are 
approximately 23 acres with no or partial development constraints, which might be available for 
future business expansion.  That acreage is sufficient to support the development of nearly 
157,000 SF of additional building space and $10.2 million in nonresidential assessed value. 
(This figure does not include the possible appreciation of commercial property values that may 
also accompany the redevelopment of the corridor.)   
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Area 4: Route 122A Corridor 
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Because nearly all of this available expansion potential is associated with already developed 
property, the vast majority of the estimated tax base growth must come from the expansion of 
existing businesses or the assembly and reconstruction of multiple parcels.  These constraints 
make it unlikely that the full potential estimated below could be achieved in the foreseeable 
future.  The Town should monitor real estate transfers and commercial building permit activity 
in order to estimate the market effects and relative cost/benefit of the recent transportation 
improvements.  This information could be valuable in determining whether similar investments 
can be justified elsewhere on the corridor. 
 

Table 1-10. Development and Tax Base Potential 
Area 4: Route 122A Commercial Corridor 

Land Area 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed 123
  Partial Development Constraints 10
  No Development Constraints 13
Total Acres 146
Building Potential (SF) 
  Absolute Constraints or Developed  0
  Partial Development Constraints 44,431
  No Development Constraints 112,385
Total Building SF 156,618
Assessed Value 
  Commercial/Retail/Office $10,193,040
  Industrial/R&D  0
  Age Restricted Housing  0
Potential Gain in Assessed Value $10,193,040
Source: Daylor Consulting and RKG Associates, Inc. 

 
Table 1-10 addresses only the portion of Route 122A that has been recently upgraded.   The 
entire length of the corridor is shown on Map 1-3.  The entire corridor, including the portion 
identified above, has a substantially larger land base that includes 291 acres with no 
development constraints and 941 acres with partial and absolute constraints.  This 
(developable) acreage is capable of supporting approximately 1.9 million SF of buildings, 
which could produce up to $123.6 million in additional nonresidential assessed value.  The 
absorption of this much space would take many years and may not be desirable from the 
perspective of some residents.  However, the analysis does provide an order-of-magnitude 
estimate of the total amount of new development that can be physically supported along Route 
122A.  It is up to residents to determine how much of this potential is realistic and desirable 
and to work to target strategies to those areas that are suitable for expansion.   
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Summary 
 
The preceding analysis is summarized in Table 1-11.  While each of the opportunity areas 
individually represent a relatively small incremental gain in property tax base, the four areas 
combined could have a significant and measurable impact on Holden’s fiscal condition.  The 
four development areas represent a combined tax base expansion of roughly $46.6 million.  
About two thirds of this potential is associated with elderly or age-restricted housing and the 
remaining 34% or about $15.7 million in value would result from additional nonresidential 
development.  The $15.7 million figure also represents a 26% increase in the Town’s entire 
existing non-residential tax base of roughly $59.6 million. 
 

Table 1-11.  Summary Comparison 
Build Out and Tax Base Potential: Selected Holden Development Areas 

 Development Area 
Holden Sand 
and Gravel 

Rt. 122A 
Corridor 

Holden 
Hospital Rice School

Total Acres 50 146 30 4
Total Building SF 226,512 156,618 163,786 31,500
Potential Added Assessed Value $18,687,240 $10,193,040 $15,641,525 $2,047,500
Source: Daylor Consulting and RKG Associates, Inc. 
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Recommended Actions  
 
Based on the preceding analysis, it is apparent that Holden has a modest remaining land base, 
with the physical potential to enhance its nonresidential tax base and provide jobs for low and 
moderate-income residents.  However, this “potential” is constrained by the fact that most of 
this available land base is already developed and will require independent investment 
decisions on the part of numerous individual property owners in order to be realized.  Available 
measures for the Town to assist the redevelopment process are limited in scope and will only 
be successful if property owners choose to cooperate.  A summary of recommended actions 
for consideration are provided below.  
 

1. Establish a disposition process for the former Rice School.  
 
A decision should be made soon to either retain the Rice School as a municipal building 
or issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) to offer the building for sale for private 
development.  In the Consultants’ opinion, the Board of Selectmen should develop a 
RFP document that outlines a range of acceptable uses for the building, establishes a 
ranking process for evaluating proposals and outlines required information from 
respondents.6  Alternatively, the Selectmen could either (a) appoint a task force to 
manage the disposition process and make recommendations to the Board; or (b) simply 
offer the property for sale through a qualified commercial brokerage firm.   
 
From among the proposals received, the Selectmen should choose the developer who 
offers the most attractive long-term benefit to the Town in terms of payment for the real 
estate, future annual tax revenues generated and acceptable levels of impact on the 
surrounding neighborhood.  If no acceptable proposals are received, the Town could 
choose to either retain the property for continued public use or consider demolition and 
reoffering the parcel as a cleared building site.   
 
It is strongly recommended that the RFP document be developed with input from 
abutters and all relevant Town regulatory boards that will be responsible for ultimately 
permitting the selected development proposal.  If any zoning changes are required in 
order to comply with the list of “preferred” building uses, those changes should be 
enacted in advance of disposition process if feasible. The extent of developer interest 
and the resulting value of proposals received will increase if it is known that the winning 
proposal will receive local support and will be permitted in an expedited manner.  The 
RFP should also avoid placing undue restrictions on development alternatives or 
burdensome financial concessions that will only discourage respondents and result in a 
less competitive bidding process. 
 
Primary Responsibility: Board of Selectmen and Town Manager.  The Planning Board 
and staff should also be consulted on the content of the RFP and in reviewing 
submissions with respect to compliance with zoning and site review regulations.  
 

                                                 
6 It is assumed that Town Meeting Authorization has already been received to dispose of the building.  If not, then 
the first action should be to obtain a vote authorizing the sale of the building.   It is also assumed that the 
disposition process will be conducted in accordance with State regulations governing the disposition of surplus 
public property. 
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2. Consider the Rice School as an alternative to help meet the Town’s Affordable 
Housing Goals under Chapter 40-B.

 
Holden has recently received multiple Comprehensive Permit applications which could, 
if implemented, approach or exceed the Town’s 10% affordable housing goal under 
Chapter 40B.  With these other proposals, it may or may not be necessary to use the 
Rice School as a vehicle to supply additional affordable housing, either as development 
with 100% assisted units, or as a market rate project offering a percentage (15% to 
20%) of affordable units.  It is beyond the scope of the Economic Development Element 
to recommend whether it is to the Town’s advantage to use the Rice School for 
affordable housing.  A consideration to this decision would be whether the Town wishes 
to oppose one or more of the Comprehensive Permit applications.  If so, offering the 
Rice School as affordable housing (and demonstrating a proactive step to meet the 
Town’s 40B responsibilities) may be preferable to permitting a much larger project with 
more adverse fiscal impacts. 
 
Primary Responsibility: Board of Selectmen and Town Manager should request a 
recommendation from the Affordable Housing Committee regarding this issue.   Part of 
that recommendation should include an evaluation of how the decision could impact the 
status of other active Comprehensive Permit applications in the Town.  
 

3. Invest sale proceeds from the Rice School to support other economic 
development initiatives.    

 
While it would be fiscally attractive in the short term to place sale proceeds from the 
Rice School into the Town’s General Fund, consideration should be given to dedicating 
those funds to support a town-wide strategic planning effort, or to establish a fund for 
future economic development activities.  For example, the sale proceeds might be used 
as seed money to acquire assemble and re-sell underutilized commercial properties on 
Route 122A, finance design work for additional streetscape improvements, etc.      
 
Primary Responsibility: Board of Selectmen and Town Manager.  Responsibility for 
recommending to the Selectmen possible future investments of the fund could be 
delegated to an appointed task force of relevant Town staff and/or Board/Commission 
representatives. 
 

4. Consider use of Tax Increment Financing (TIF) to help pay for additional traffic 
and streetscape improvements to Route 122A.   

 
Recently enacted legislation in the Commonwealth has made it easier for communities 
to use tax increment financing (TIF), betterments and related tools to help finance public 
infrastructure improvements that may be necessary to stimulate economic investment in 
desired areas.  The Town should consider using this new legislative authority as a 
possible method of financing additional infrastructure improvements along other 
segments of Route 122A.  The use of TIF should be explored in advance, laying the 
groundwork for quick application if/when appropriate opportunities arise.  TIFs should 
be applied to help stimulate specific “desired” private development proposals when 
needed. 
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Primary Responsibility: The Town Planner and DPW Director should research the 
potential applications of TIF financing and procedures necessary to establish a TIF 
district or Betterment Area and report to the Selectmen regarding the potential 
applications (if any) in Holden. 
 

5.  Evaluate the sale of other surplus Town property with commercial development 
potential. 

 
Excluding Housing Authority property and land owned by the Conservation 
Commission, the Town of Holden owns 142 parcels and nearly 950 acres of land.  
Several of these properties are located on or near Route 122A.  While nearly all of the 
Town’s holdings are needed for public purposes, there may be opportunities to offer 
some parcels or portions of parcels to the private sector.  The Town should consider 
disposition of property, if such action encourages private investment that strengthens 
the Corridor.  The DPW facility and other smaller properties may be candidates for 
disposition. It was beyond the scope of this study to evaluate Town-owned real estate 
for development potential.  However, it is recommended that the Town undertake such 
a review of its real estate assets and solicit real estate services to market and properties 
that are considered expendable. 

 
Primary Responsibility: Board of Selectmen and Department Heads. 

    
6.  Approach the current ownership of the Holden Hospital and Holden Nursing 

Home properties to consider development of a master plan for future expansion 
of the area including and surrounding those properties. 

 
As noted above, these two uses currently represent nearly $5.0 million in nonresidential 
tax base for the Town of Holden.  The Town has a clear financial self-interest in the 
continued viability of these facilities.  The ongoing volatility in the health care industry 
has negatively impacted many similar institutions in Massachusetts, forcing the 
bankruptcy and/or closure of several community hospitals and nursing homes.  Faced 
with these market challenges, the ownership and abutters of these properties may be 
willing to cooperate in a master planning effort that could serve to enhance the financial 
stability of the institutions, by providing a source of cash flow from real estate proceeds 
and ancillary development.  Predevelopment planning funds from MassDevelopment 
could be used as a partial funding source for the master plan. 

 
Primary Responsibility: Board of Selectmen and Planning Board.  The Board of 
Selectmen should assume responsibility for making initial contacts with property owners 
and seeking public funding (if needed) for the planning process.  Organization of the 
planning process can be delegated to Planning Board.   

 
8. Initiate a broader Comprehensive planning process to address residential growth 

management and the Town’s long-range fiscal challenges. 
 

As demonstrated in this report, Holden’s remaining developable land base is being 
rapidly consumed for construction of conventional single-family homes on large lots.  If 
recent trends do not change, Holden’s effective remaining land base will be almost 
entirely consumed within a decade.  The Consultants recommend that the Town act 
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quickly to consider the fiscal consequences of this growth pattern and to decide whether 
the end result produces the most desirable outcome for the community.  
 
This report also concludes that the Town possesses very limited alternatives to balance 
its tax base to counter the fiscal consequences of it rapid residential growth.  There is 
essentially no viable alternative for Holden to “build” its way out of its current fiscal 
situation.  Residential growth management strategies, including measures to diversify 
the types of housing products offered in the community, should be analyzed to 
determine whether it is possible to foster a more fiscally balanced residential growth 
pattern in the Town.  The long-range fiscal impacts of an effective growth management 
strategy are likely to far exceed the achievable benefits of a successful economic 
development effort.   

  
Primary Responsibility: Planning Board, with assistance provided by other Boards and 
Commissions as appropriate.  
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Introduction.  The Board of Selectmen has underscored the need for an assessment of Holden’s 
housing needs, so that housing-related decisions by Town boards can be aimed at addressing specific, 
identified needs.  Toward this goal, the Town’s planning staff and the consultants funded through the E. 
O. 418 planning grant have structured this document to accomplish the following objectives: 
 

1. Based on the best information the planning team can pull together, clearly list the numbers and 
types of housing units that the Board of Selectmen and Affordable Housing Committee agree are 
most needed to meet the needs of the community.   

 
2. Design the analysis and report to serve as Section 1 of an Affordable Housing Plan according to 

the Planned Production regulation, as specified in 760 CMR 31.07 (1)(i)(1). 
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I.  Holden’s Real Estate Development Situation 
 
 
 
This section documents the market forces that are resulting in limited types of housing choice and 
diminishing affordability in Holden. 
 
 
 
Holden is a residential community.  Figures 1and 2 show that growth in Holden’s residential 
component continues to outpace growth in the commercial and industrial tax base component. 
 
 

Figure 1: 
 
Past 10 fiscal 
years: 
 
Annual 
property tax 
levy up $8.7 
million [74%] 
 
Commercial 
levy up only 
45%; 
Industrial only 
19% 

Change in Holden Tax Levy by Class and Year: 
FY 1985 to 2003
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  Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
 
Over the past 10 fiscal years Holden’s total tax levy has increased at a 5.4% average annual growth rate. 
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Figure 2: 
Past 5 years: 
Average 
5.2%/year 
growth in 
residential, 
1.8% in 
commercial, 
and decline 
in industrial 
 
2003: 
92% of total 
assessed 
value is 
residential 

Change in Holden Assessed Valuation by Class 
and Year: FY 1985 to 2003
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  Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
Figure 3 reports that new growth value in Holden has averaged $29 million annual over the past 5 years, 
with 92% of all new growth coming from residential sources. 
 
 Figure 3: 
 
 
 
Past 5 years: 
 
$29 million  
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92% all new 
growth from 
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  Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG, Assoc 
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The following figure reports the change in the number of tax parcels since 1986.  This indicates an 
accelerating rate of new residential development in the past 5 years.  While the number of Single Family 
and Condominium parcels increased by 467 (9.1%) since 1998, the number of vacant parcels 
simultaneously fell by 204 (15%), indicating a relatively greater loss of developable parcels. 
 
 Figure 4: 
 
 
Past 5 years: 
 
467 (9.1%) 
more SF & 
Condo parcels  
 
92% all new 
growth from 
residential 

Change in Holden Tax Parcels by Land Use and 
Year: FY 1986 to 2003
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  Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG, Assoc 
 
The following figure from the Economic Development Element, as reported by RKG, Associates, shows 
why the issue of remaining developable parcels is so important in Holden: despite the predominance of 
residential land use, tax exempt parcels comprise an even greater portion of Holden’s land base. 
 
 Figure 5: 
 
 
Residential 
land base 
exceeded by 
tax exempt 
landholdings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG, Assoc 

 
Figure 1-8.  Distribution of Holden Land Area by Land Use 

(% of Total Acres)
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Source: Holden Assessment Department
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Despite the level of new growth that has occurred in Holden, the following figure shows that over the 
past 3 years appreciation in value is an even larger component of Holden’s tax base change.  The 
following subsection helps explain this: Holden is a very attractive community. 
 
 Figure 6: 
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  Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG, Assoc 
 
Holden is a very attractive community.  Figure 7 shows how the 1950s saw a jump in Holden’s 
population, and Holden’s population growth has continued to exceed both State and County averages.  
The rate of population growth did slow in the 1990s, however. 
 Figure 7: 
1970 to 2000: 
3,057 
population 
growth 
(24%) 
 
Holden has 
exceeded 
State (12%) & 
County (18%) 
averages 
 
1990s rate 
slower than 
1980s 

 
   Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
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Figure 8 summarizes the changes in housing available to Holden’s growing population during the 1990s.  
Between 1990 and 2000 Holden’s housing supply grew an average of 40 units per year.  Population 
growth was accommodated in part by reduced vacancies.  Note that single family units comprise 87% of 
Holden’s housing supply.  During the 1990s the number of rental units decreased by 91, possibly due to 
conversions to condominium ownership. 
 Figure 8: 
 
 
Average 40 more 
units/year 
 
Reduced vacancies 
 
Shift away from 
rental units 

1990 2000
# Change 

90-00
% Change 

90-00
Total Housing Units 5,428 5,827 399 7.4%
Occupied Housing Units 5,281 5,715 434 8.2%
Owner-Occupied 4,528 5,053 525 11.6%
Renter Occupied 753 662 -91 -12.1%
Vacant Housing Units 147 112 -35 -23.8%
For Seasonal Use 8 21 13 162.5%

Housing Characteristics: 1990-2000
Town of Holden, MA

Source: U.S. Census  
Analyzed by RKG Assoc. 

 
Figure 9 shows that Holden’s residential real estate market is an active one, and that the number of home 
sales has been accelerating.  Note that the upper line reports single-family sales, and the lower line 
reports condominium sales. 
 Figure 9: 
 
Average 212 
SF and Condo 
sales/year since 
1990 
 
Increased to 
273/year in 
past 5 years 
 
Approx. 5.4% 
annual 
turnover of 
owner-
occupied units 

Residential Units Sold: 1988-2002 
Tow n of Holden, MA
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                 Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
 
As shown in the following figure, the demand for homes in Holden is reflected in rising home prices.  
Holden’s local housing market recovered quickly from the early 1990s market slump, and there was an 
83% escalation in median home prices since 1995. 
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Figure 10: 

 
 
 
Median home 
prices up 
$102,000 (83%) 
since 1995 
 
Median SF 
home price 
$216,000 in 
2002 
 
Condominiums 
up 30% over 
same period 
 
 

Median Residential Sale Prices: 1988-03 YTD 
Town of Holden, MA
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              Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
 
 
Figure 11, below, details market sales of 1,247 residential structures in Holden during the years 1996 – 
2001.  These data are drawn from the Town’s Assessor records, and they include only the sales 
determined by the Assessor to be “Arms-length”, market value sales.  For example, sales between family 
members for $100 are filtered out along with sales that for other reasons are deemed not be reflective of 
the fair market value which is the basis for property valuation and assessment.  These data are useful 
because they allow us to compare median sales prices across time, among different types of residential 
structures, and among varying numbers of bedrooms.  As discussed in a following section, the number 
of bedrooms is an important factor in matching households with the homes they need.  Some highlights 
from Figure 11, all of which refer to median sales prices: 
 

• 89% of market sales during this 6 year period were Single Family [SF] homes. 
• Between 1996 & 2001, the median price of a 4-bedroom SF home doubled, and median prices 

for homes of 5 or more bedrooms rose by 120%. 
• In contrast, 2-bedroom S/F home prices rose by “only” 46%, and 3-bedroom SF prices by 47%. 
• 3-bedroom condominiums were consistently and significantly more affordable than 3-bedroom 

SF homes, but 2-bedroom condominium medians were often higher than those of 2-bedroom SF. 
• While few in number, the sales of 2- and 3-family structures feature strikingly lower prices.  

[Note, too, that Figure 11 reports the cost of the structure.  Costs are even lower if averaged 
among the dwelling units in the structures.} 
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Figure 11: Market-Rate Residential Sales, 1996-2001, Comparing Types of Structures & Numbers of Bedrooms 

Source: Town Assessor Records Identified by Assessor as “Arms-length”, Market Value Sales 
 

(#Sales) & $Median Sales Price by # Bedrooms in Structure  
Type 

 
Year 

 
# Sales 1 Bedroom 2 Bedrooms 3 Bedrooms 4 Bedrooms 5 + Bdrms

1996 136 (2)  $85,000 (9)  $107,000 (83)  $137,500 (38)  $146,555 (4)  $163,500
1997 165 (2)  $93,500 (26)  $108,700 (93)  $134,900 (40)  $193,175 (4)  $210,000
1998 202 0 (24)  $104,700 (113)  $149,900 (60)  $227,045 (5)  $234,000
1999 199 (2)  $110,500 (19)  $130,000 (97)  $156,000 (71)  $253,378 (10)  $255,950
2000 207 (3)  $93,000 (28)  $136,500 (105)  $179,900 (63)  $260,275 (8)  $265,365

Single Family 
 
[total 1,112 sales] 

2001 203 (1)  $90,000 (29)  $156,300 (104)  $202,450 (62)  $293,519 (7)  $360,000
1996 9 0 (8)  $117,550 (1)  $96,500 0 0
1997 11 0 (9)  $126,300 (2)  $75,000 0 0
1998 17 0 (15)  $124,000 (2)  $78,000 0 0
1999 25 0 (22)  $133,200 (3)  $ 82,000 0 0
2000 20 0 (17)  $100,000 (3)  $100,000 0 0

Condominium 
 
[total 98 sales] 

2001 16 0 (15)  $165,000 (1)  $106,000 0 0
1996 3 0 0 0 (2)  $110,625 (1)  $121,250
1997 2 0 0 0 (2)  $111,250 0
1998 4 0 0 0 (2)  $150,000 (2)  $123,000
1999 2 0 0 0 (2)  $132,250 0
2000 3 0 0 (1)  $169,000 (2)  $172,500 0

2-Family 
 
[total 20 sales] 

2001 6 0 0 0 (4)  $157,250 (2)  $240,000
1996 0 0 0 0 0 0
1997 0 0 0 0 0 0
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0
2000 1 0 0 0 0 (1)  $157,000

3-Family 
 
[total 2 sales] 

2001 1 0 0 0 (1)  $210,000 0
1996 1 0 0 0 (1)  $225,000 0
1997 4 0 0 (2)  $142,125 (2)  $124,500 0
1998 1 0 0 0 (1)  $147,500 0
1999  0 0 0 0 0 0
2000 3 0 0 0 (2)  $237,000 (1)  $315,902

Single Family  
With 
In-Law Apartment 
 
[total 15 sales] 

2001 6 0 0 (1)  $275,000 (3)  $239,900 (2)  $312,450
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The following figure reports residential subdivisions that have been approved in Holden since 1995. 

Figure 12: Residential Subdivision Activity Since 1995 
Subdivision Name Date of 

Approval 
Expiration 

Date 
# 

lots
# 

Vacant 
Location 

Coventry Estates Ii 1995 Street accepted 21 0 East off Salisbury west of Newell 
Fox Hill Drive Extension 1995 Street accepted 6 0 Foxhill Drive 
Dominitis Drive July 1996 Street accepted 4 0 Off Wachusett Street 
Eagle Terrace 1998 Street accepted 5 0 Westerly side of Princeton St. opposite 

St. Mary’s Drive 
Quail Run 1998 Street accepted 10 0 West of Main St. just north of the 

Worcester line 
Coventry Estates III 1998 Street accepted 6 0 East off Salisbury, west of Newell 
Evergreen Estates 1998 Street accepted 4 0 End of Anthony Drive 
Flagler Village 1999 Street accepted 34 0 East of Flagler Drive 
Fox Hill Drive  Street accepted 125 3  
Hultin Circle  Street accepted 6 1 South off of Parker Avenue 
High Plain Estates 1999 Street accepted 47 2 South of Manning Street 
Village Green Phase II  Street accepted 32 4 West side of Newell Rd. connecting to 

Cranbrook Drive 
Stone Ridge Estates May 1998 6/6/06 5 5 Off Main St, north of Route 68 

NOTE: being replaced by 40B 
application for 40 condos incl. 10 
affordable 

Holden Manors Oct. 1997 11/12/03 22 0 Shrewsbury St. just north of Wachusett 
Morningside Estates 1998 11/30/03 89 1 Ext of Greystone Dr off Reservoir St 
Winterhill Estates June 1998 6/9/05 43 0 East of Winterhill Rd, north of Fox 

Hillow Dr 
Quinapopxet Woods June 2000 5/23/05 23 5 Continuation of Bull Run Rd 

connecting to Quinapoxet St 
Mason Ridge Oct. 2000 9/25/05 

(1/26/04) 
24 6 North of Mason Rd, west of Wood St. 

Alden Woods 1999 11/12/04 45 25 Between Wachusett and Chapel Streets 
Wagner Meadows 2003 7/15/06 27 

 
27 East of Bullard St, south of Mark 

Bradford Drive 
Oaks of Holden 
Retirement Community 

1999 None 88 
du* 

56 Just south of Big Y on Reservoir Street 

Seasons at Salisbury Rd 4/1/2001 
amendment 

None 91 
du 

30 Approximately 460 Salisbury Street 

Newell Road Retirement  August 
2003 

8/2006 125 125 Newell Rd Retirement Community 
south of Chaffins Pond 

* du = dwelling units 
Source: Holden Planning Department 
 
This detailed listing of new residential development confirms Holden’s strong residential market by 
detailing the market’s absorption of new lots created since 1995.  Moreover, the Planning Department 
reports striking sales price ranges for new homes in the more recent subdivisions:  
 

Holden Manors $300,000 
Morningside Estates 350,000 
Winterhill Estates 450,000 
Qunapoxet Woods 350,000 
Mason Ridge 400,000 
Alden Woods 300,000 – 350,000 
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The relatively higher home value of recently constructed homes is confirmed by the following figure 
from the Economic Development Element. 
 

Figure 13: 
 
Accelerated 
increase in 
values of more 
recent 
construction. 
 
Note jump in 
market value 
of homes built 
since 2000 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Source: Town of Holden Assessor data analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 

 
Figure 1-14.  Average Residential Home Value by Decade 

Built: Town of Holden 
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In contrast, Town planning staff report that the most affordable homes in the local market are located in 
Pinecroft, a built up area of small homes [750 square feet] on mostly 10,000 s.f. lots. 
 
In addition to the above listed subdivision activity, the Planning Department reports the following 
potential new residential development. 
 

Figure 14: Identified Potential Residential Development In Relatively Near Future 
 

Subdivision Name # lots # 
Vacant 

Location 

[MDC Sewer Extention Project] 175 - 225 Estim. 
200 

Lots that have become buildable due to the MCD sewer 
extension 

Holden Green Retirement 
Community 

46 46  

Stanjoy Estates [Appealed by 
abutters] 

60 60 East of Winterhill Rd., north of Fox Hollow Drive 

Alden Woods II [Litigation] 11 11 Between Wachusett and Chapel Streets 
Stoneybrook Estates [Litigation] 75 75 On Reservoir St across from Greystone Dr 
 
Altogether, vacant parcels or dwelling units in the approved and potential developments listed in the 
above two figures indicate that 740 new dwelling units are “in the pipeline” as of late January 2004. 
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Summary Findings Regarding Holden’s Real Estate Development Situation 
 

6. Holden is an attractive residential community whose rates of population increase have 
consistently exceeded State and County averages. 

7. The pace of residential real estate sales has accelerated dramatically over the past 5 years.  
Resale activity has been exceeding new home purchases by a factor of 3 or 4 to 1.  A sustained 
5% annual turnover rate could dramatically change the Town’s demographic makeup within a 
relatively short period. 

8. While Holden has seen significant levels of new home construction, during the last 3 fiscal years 
appreciation in value has accounted for more than twice the tax base increase resulting from new 
growth.  Demand for homes in Holden has surged ahead of new supply. 

9. Median sales prices for 4 bedroom Single Family homes doubled between 1996 and the end of 
2001.  Median prices of Single Family homes of 5 or more bedrooms rose by 120% during that 
period. 

10. Market rate homes in recent subdivisions are reported to be selling at ranges over $300,000. 
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II.  Who Lives in Holden, and What Their Homes & Households are 

Like  (Demographics & Housing Stock) 
 
This section documents the current profile of Holden residents and their homes.  Of special 
concern in this analysis are the questions of the types of households that are being lost to Holden, 
the types of homes that are in relatively shorter supply than before, and the number and 
characteristics of households who are under stress because of a mismatch between their incomes 
and the cost of their housing. 
 
 
Changes in households’ characteristics.   
 
The following figure shows that local birth rates have held relatively steady since 1988.   
 
 Figure 15:  
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Average 
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 Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
 
According to the U. S. Census, Holden’s total population increased from 14,628 in 1990 to 15,621 in 
2000, an increase of 993.  In other words, while there was an average of 171 local births per year, there 
was an average increase in the total population of only about 99 per year.  Such a discrepancy between 
numbers of local births and numbers of population change arises from some combination of: (1) deaths 
compared to births, and/or (2) pattern of out-migration compared to pattern of in-migration. 
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Figure 16: 

1990s: 
 
Population up 6.8% 
 
Young adult (20-24) 
              down 34% 
 
Young family age  (25-34) 
             down 21.7% 
 
Middle family age (35-54) 
             up 19% 
 
Near seniors (55-64) 
             up 19% 
 
Advanced elderly (85+) 
             Up 24.3% 
Why? 
In-migration of 
established families 

Distribution of Population by Age: 1990-2000 
Town of Holden, MA
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1990 2000Source: U.S. Census

 Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 
Note that increasing numbers of current households will 
shift into empty-nester status over the coming decade. 

 
RKG points out that another set of data that records Holden’s loss of young adults and young families is 
the change in ratio of dependents (under 15) to child-bearing adults (20 – 44): from .59 to .75 over the 
course of the 1990s.  In other words, the relative number of children increased much faster than the 
relative number of child-bearing adults, which implies an in-migration of established families, although 
the following figure suggests that some of this changing ratio results from more single-parent 
households. 
 
The following figure examines the changing composition of households in Holden from the perspective 
of types of householders and presence of children. 

Figure 17: Holden Families, 1990 & 2000, 
Showing Changes in Types of Families & Numbers of Children 

 
Family Type With own children 

under 18?
# households 

1990
# households 

2000 
# change % 

change
Married couple Yes

No
1811
2079

1940 
2025 

129 
-54 

7.1
-2.6

Male householder, 
no wife present 

Yes
No

11
55

27 
67 

16 
12 

145.5
21.8

Female householder, 
no husband present 

Yes
No

175
170

202 
202 

27 
32 

15.4
18.8

Total Family h/h  4301 4463 162 3.8
Total nonfamily h/h  1029 1282 253 24.6
Source: 1900 and 2000 U. S. Census 
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In terms of actual numbers, married couples with their own children still constitute the predominate 
family type, but Holden is experiencing what the larger society is experiencing: an increase in single-
parent households.  Note, too, that nonfamily households increased proportionately more than family 
households during the 1990s; this reflects the previous figure’s summary of Holden’s aging households 
who are entering empty-nester status.  This may also, however, correspond with other societal and 
economic factors, for example unrelated persons sharing housing for the sake of sharing expenses or due 
to partner choice. 
 
The following chart examines trends of changing households characteristics according to the age of the 
householder.  Note that a previous figure reported changes in population groups by age, whereas this 
one reports on household groups 
 

Figure 18:  Holden Households in 1990 & 2000, 
Comparing Changes in Family and Nonfamily Households 

 
Age of 

Householder  #1990 #2000 # change % change 
15 - 24 years Total 38 69 31 81.6% 

 family 0 20 20        (n.a.) 
 nonfamily 38 49 11 28.9% 

25 - 34 years Total 874 574 -300 -34.3% 
 family 774 486 -288 -37.2% 
 nonfamily 100 88 -12 -12.0% 

35 - 44 years Total 1241 1383 142 11.4% 
 family 1143 1224 81 7.1% 
 nonfamily 98 159 61 62.2% 

45 - 54 years Total 1070 1412 342 32.0% 
 family 960 1177 217 22.6% 
 nonfamily 110 235 125 113.6% 

55 - 64 years Total 755 895 140 18.5% 
 family 615 705 90 14.6% 
 nonfamily 140 190 50 35.7% 

65 - 74 years Total 761 643 -118 -15.5% 
 family 500 456 -44 -8.8% 
 nonfamily 261 187 -74 -28.4% 

75 or more years Total 591 769 178 30.1% 
 family 309 395 86 27.8% 
 nonfamily 282 374 92 32.6% 

Total  5330 5745 415 7.8% 
 family 4301 4463 76 1.8% 

 nonfamily 1029 1282 161 15.6% 
  Source: 1990 and 2000 U. S. Census 
 
 

• During the 1990s Holden gained 31 households headed by a person just starting out [15 – 24 
years old], but the majority of these households are still unrelated persons sharing living 
quarters. 
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• There was a 34% decrease in households headed by persons who are settling into their lives [25 

to 34 years old]. The decrease in family households in this category was 3 times the rate of 
decrease of nonfamily households. 

• There were increases in households headed by persons in their middle and pre-retirement years 
[35 to 64 years old], with the largest increase [32 %] among the group aged 45-54.  In all these 
groups, the percentage increase in nonfamily households is strikingly higher than the percentage 
increase in family households.  As mentioned above, an increase in nonfamily households can 
indicate changes in societal patterns of choice, and can also result from persons sharing living 
quarters in order to share living expenses.   

• The trend of increased households in their “established years” reversed itself with a 16% 
decrease in households of the early- or approaching-retirement years [65 – 75 years of age].  In 
this one case the percentage decrease in nonfamily households was greater than the percentage 
decrease in family households.   

• There was a 30% increase in elderly households [75 or more years of age].  In this case the 
proportionate changes were closer between family and nonfamily households. 

 
Matching households with their homes. 
 
The following chart compares changes during the 1990s in the sizes and numbers of households, 
comparing households who own their homes and households who rent their homes. 
 

Figure 19:  Households in 1990 and 2000, 
Comparing Changes In Sizes and Whether Own or Rent 

 

# persons in household 
Totals & 
own/rent # in 1990 # in 2000 # change % change 

1 Total 984 1107 123 12.5% 
 owner-occupied 646 826 180 27.9% 
 renter occ 338 281 -57 -16.9% 

2 Total 1729 1955 226 13.1% 
 owner-occupied 1512 1774 262 17.3% 
 renter occ 217 181 -36 -16.6% 

3  960 1000 40 4.2% 
 owner-occupied 899 897 -2 -0.2% 
 renter occ 61 103 42 68.9% 

4  1066 1040 -26 -2.4% 
 owner-occupied 966 973 7 0.7% 
 renter occ 100 67 -33 -33.0% 

5  424 433 9 2.1% 
 owner-occupied 387 427 40 10.3% 
 renter occ 37 6 -31 -83.8% 

6  89 159 70 78.7% 
 owner-occupied 89 147 58 65.2% 
 renter occ 0 12 12            (n.a.) 

7 or more  29 21 -8 -27.6% 
 owner-occupied 29 13 -16 -55.2% 
 renter occ 0 8 8           (n.a.) 

Total households  5281 5715 434 8.2% 
 owner-occupied 4528 5057 529 11.7% 

 renter occ 753 658 -95 -12.6% 
    Sources: 1990 and 2000 U. S. Census 
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The above chart details Holden’s net loss of 95 rental units during the 1990s.  There are fewer renting 
households of all sizes, except for a gain of 12 renting 6-person households and 8 renting households of 
7 or more persons.  In the absence of new group homes to explain these large households, these data 
imply residents who are “doubling up” to share homes and housing expenses. 
 
The figure above reports the changing sizes of owning and renting households.  The following figure 
reports the changing selection of housing units available in Holden, expressed in terms of bedroom size 
and whether they are owner- or renter-occupied. 
 

Figure 20: Occupied Dwelling Units in 1990 and 2000, 
Comparing Number of Bedrooms and Whether Owner- or Renter-Occupied 

 
Number of 

Bedrooms in 
Unit 

Totals & Owner- 
or Renter- 
Occupied #1990 #2000 # change % change 

0 Total 0 0 0       (n.a.) 
 owner-occupied 0 0 0       (n.a.) 
 renter occ 0 0 0       (n.a.) 

1 Total 356 285 -71 -19.9% 
 owner-occupied 54 67 13 24.1% 
 renter occ 302 218 -84 -27.8% 

2 Total 1050 1163 113 10.8% 
 owner-occupied 762 911 149 19.6% 
 renter occ 288 252 -36 -12.5% 

3 Total 2552 2667 115 4.5% 
 owner-occupied 2417 2517 100 4.1% 
 renter occ 135 150 15 11.1% 

4 Total 1170 1383 213 18.2% 
 owner-occupied 1142 1345 203 17.8% 
 renter occ 28 38 10 35.7% 

5+ Total 153 217 64 41.8% 
 owner-occupied 153 217 64 41.8% 
 renter occ 0 0 0      (n.a.) 

Totals All occupied units 5281 5715 434 8.2% 
 owner-occupied 4528 5057 529 11.7% 

 renter occ 753 658 -95 -12.6% 
 Source: 1990 and 2000 U. S. Census 

 
 
Considering relatively smaller dwelling units [0 to 3 bedrooms] . . .  
 

• As of 2000 Holden continued to offer no studio apartments either to own or rent.   
• There were 84 fewer occupied 1 bedroom rentals, but 13 additional owner-occupied 1 bedroom 

units; this may reflect condominium conversion and/or demolition of small rental units to 
construct homeownership or larger rental units.  There was a net loss of 71  1 bedroom units. 

• There were also 36 fewer occupied 2 bedroom rentals, but a gain of 149 owner-occupied 2 
bedroom units. 

• There were gains in both ownership and rental occupied 3 bedroom units. 
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The proportionately large gains were among large units [4 & 5-or-more bedrooms]. 
 

• During the 1990s the largest number increase was in homes of 4 bedrooms [213]. 
• During the 1990s the largest percentage increase was in homes of 5 or more bedrooms [41.8%]. 
• While there was a 10 unit increase in occupied 4 bedroom rental units, Holden still had no 

occupied rental unit of 5 or more bedrooms. 
 
 
The following figure compares the numbers of vacancies in 1990 and 2000 for different sized dwelling 
units. 
 

Figure 21:  Vacant Dwelling Units in 1990 & 2000, 
Comparing Number of Bedrooms 

 
Number of 

Bedrooms in Unit #1990 #2000
# 

change
0 19 0 -19
1 4 50 46
2 52 19 -33
3 67 22 -45
4 5 14 9

5+ 0 7 7
Totals 147 112 -35

 
 
The decrease in 2- and 3-bedroom vacancies highlights the tight market for these relatively small units.  
The small number of vacancies of larger sized homes illustrates the quick market absorption of family-
sized units in Holden. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A previous figure reported the size of units/number of bedrooms that offered Holden’s rental 
opportunities in 1990 compared to 2000.  The next figure reports the types of residential structures that 
offered homeownership and rental opportunities across that same period.   
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Figure 22: Homeownership & Rental Opportunities in Holden, 1990 and 2000, 

Comparing Types of Residential Structures 
 

Type of 
units/building 

Totals & 
own/rent #1990 #2000 # change % change 

SF, detached Total 4,610 5,044 434 9.4% 
 owner-occupied 4,296 4,744 448 10.4% 
 renter occ 243 235 -8 -3.3% 
 vacant 71 65 -6 -8.5% 

SF, attached Total 168 141 -27 -16.1% 
 owner-occupied 101 123 22 21.8% 
 renter occ 35 18 -17 -48.6% 
 vacant 32 0 -32 -100.0% 

2 units Total 150 192 42 28.0% 
 owner-occupied 61 77 16 26.2% 
 renter occ 84 92 8 9.5% 
 vacant 5 23 18 360.0% 

3 or 4 units Total 254 219 -35 -13.8% 
 owner-occupied 36 66 30 83.3% 
 renter occ 179 129 -50 -27.9% 
 vacant 39 24 -15 -38.5% 

5 to 9 units Total 78 82 4 5.1% 
 owner-occupied 19 38 19 100.0% 
 renter occ 59 44 -15 -25.4% 
 vacant 0 21 21            (n.a.) 

10 to 19 units Total 147 115 -32 -21.8% 
 owner-occupied 0 6 6            (n.a.) 
 renter occ 147 109 -38 -25.9% 
 vacant 0 0 0            (n.a.) 

20 to 49 Total 0 25 25            (n.a.) 
 owner-occupied 0 0 0            (n.a.) 
 renter occ 0 25 25            (n.a.) 
 vacant 0 0 0            (n.a.) 

Mobile Home Total 0 3 3            (n.a.) 
 owner-occupied 0 3 3            (n.a.) 
 renter occ 0 0 0            (n.a.) 
 vacant 0 0 0            (n.a.) 

Other Total 21 0 -21 -100.0% 
 owner-occupied 15 0 -15 -100.0% 
 renter occ 6 0 -6 -100.0% 
 vacant 0 0 0            (n.a.) 

All units Total 5,428 5,827 399 7.4% 
 owner-occupied 4,528 5,057 529 11.7% 
 renter occ 753 658 -95 -12.6% 
 vacant 147 112 -35 -23.8% 

  Source: 1990 and 2000 U. S. Census 
 
 
 
As is the case in other communities, multiple-unit structures tend to offer more rental opportunities than 
Single Family, detached dwellings.  In Holden’s case, during the 1990s the number and range of rental 
choices clearly decreased, even in the types of structures traditionally associated with rental opportunity: 
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• Loss of rentals in SF detached, SF attached, 3 or 4 units, 5 to 9 units, 10 to 19 units, and “other”. 
• Gain of rentals in 2 family, but less than the gain of owner-occupied 2 family units. [See below 

regarding how these figures may reflect newly gained Accessory Apartments.] 
• An additional 25 unit structure offered all rental opportunities 

 
Changes in the census data regarding 2-family residential structures likely reflect Holden’s progress in 
gaining Accessory Apartments, which are small units within a larger “host” home.  The following figure 
reports this experience. 
 

Figure 23: 
Gains in Accessory Apartments Since 1995 

 
Year Number 

approved 
Locations 

1995 6 North St, Sterling Rd, Mason Rd, Elmwood St, 
Lexington Ave [2] 

1996 2 General Hobbs Rd, Wachusett St 
1997 3 Flagler Dr, Malden St, Reservoir St 
1998 0  
1999 3 Mixter Rd, Tonya Dr, River St 
2000 3 Main St, Courtney Dr, Manning St 
2001 4 Wachuetts St [new home], General Hobbs Rd, 

Timber Ln, Nelson St. 
2002 5 Mark Bradford Dr, Holden St, Shrewsbury St, 

Wachusett St [2: both new homes] 
2003 4 Cimarron Ln, Pincroft, Salisbury St, Chapel St 
2004 2 pending 

as of 
3/1/04 

Wachusett St, Mixter Rd 

Source: Town Department of Growth Management 
 
 
 
Despite progress made through creation of Accessory Apartments, there appears to be a decreased 
range of overall choice in types of units for both rental & homeownership: 
 

• Decreased number of Single Family, attached 
• Decreased number of units in structures of 3 to 4 units  
• Decreased number of units in structures of 10 – 19 units 
• Loss of all “other” types of units 
• Net number of additional Single Family, detached units (434) far outstripping all other categories 
• Net 23.8% reduction of vacancies 
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Housing affordability in Holden 
 
What does the U.S. Census report about housing affordability in Holden?  When a household is 
spending more than 30% of their monthly income on housing, their home is considered unaffordable.  
For homeowners, the costs considered include mortgage, property taxes, and insurance.  For renters, the 
costs considered are rent plus heat that is not included in rent.  The following figure reports the Holden 
households who are under financial stress due to housing costs. 
 

Figure 24: 
1999: 
 
Households spending 
More than 30% of 
monthly income on cost 
of their home: 
 
20% of homeowners 
32% of renters 
 
 
Total of 1,158  
Holden households 

Owner and Renter Households by % of 
Monthly Income Spent on Housing in 1999 
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Households with 
Affordability Needs:

Owners 956   
Renters 202

 
 Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 

 
 
The following figure examines the pattern of homeowner households who were under financial stress in 
1999 due to the cost of their homes. 
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Figure 25: Homeowner Households Paying More Than 30% of Income 

On Housing in 1999, 
Comparing Numbers With- and Without a Mortgage 

[Total Homeowner Households = 5,057] 
 

Percentage of monthly 
income paid for housing 
costs # Households # With Mortgage # Without Mortgage 
30.0 - 34.9% 322 241 81 
35.0 - 39.9% 156 129 27 
40.0 - 49.9% 173 138 35 
50.0% or more 305 265 40 
     Totals 956 773 183 
 
(Not computed) 20 0 20 

                 Source: 2000 U. S. Census 
 
Of the 956 local homeowner households reported by the 2000 Census to be under financial stress due to 
the cost of housing, more than 300 were paying more than half their monthly income on housing.  More 
than 180 of these financially stressed households did not have a mortgage, and 40 households without a 
mortgage were paying more than half their income just on taxes and insurance. 
 
The next figure examines the pattern of renting households who were under financial stress in 1999 due 
to the cost of their housing.  During 1999 202 renting households were paying more than 30% of their 
monthly income on rent and heat.  This was 30.9% of all Holden’s renting households.  This included 95 
local renting households who paid more than half their income on rent and heat. 
 

Figure 26: Renting Households Paying More Than 30% of Income 
On Housing in 1999 

[Total Renting Households = 658] 
 

Percentage of monthly 
income paid for 
housing costs 

# 
Households

30.0 - 34.6% 58
35.5 - 39.9% 26
40.0 - 49.9% 23
50.0% or more 95
     Totals 202
 
(not computed) 41

                              Source: 2000 U. S. Census 
 
 

The following figure offers clues about characteristics of households who are likely to be laboring under 
the financial stress of unaffordable housing. 
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Figure 27: Poverty Levels7 of Holden Families in 2000 
Comparing With- & Without Children Under 18, and Comparing Family Structure 

 
 

 Totals 
% of 

category 
Comments 

    
Total all families 4463   
    
Below Poverty Level 91 2.0% Very low percentage of families below poverty level 
Married Couples 74   
    children < 18 yrs. 33 44.6% 
    no children 41 55.4% Couples with or without children had relatively same poverty rate 
Other families 17   
  Male , no wife 0   
    children < 18 yrs. 0 0% 
    no children 0 0% 
  Female, no husband 17   
    children < 18 yrs. 17 100.0% All female-headed families in poverty included children 
    no children 0 0% 
    
Above Poverty Level 4372 98.0% 
Married Couples 3891   
    children < 18 yrs. 1930 49.6% 
    no children 1961 50.4% 
Other families 481   
  Male , no wife 94   
    children < 18 yrs. 27 28.7% 
    no children 67 71.3% 
  Female, no husband 387   
    children < 18 yrs. 226 58.4% 
    no children 161 41.6% 

Source: 2000 U. S. Census 
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Homes cushioned against the forces of inflation  
 
Less than 3% of Holden’s housing stock was considered affordable under Chapter 40B in 2001, 
indicating a deficit of more than 400 affordable units.  
 

Figure 28: Holden’s Chapter 40B Subsidized Housing Inventory 
As of April 24, 20028

Project Name Address Funding 
Agency / 
Program 

# 40B 
units 

When 40B Status 
expires 

Flagler “Checkerberry Village” 9 Flagler Dr DHCD/ 
667-1 

48 In perpetuity 

Colony Retirement 68 reservoir Dr HUD 80 2021 
Holden Commons Towle Dr DHCD 14 In perpetuity 
Holden Commons HOP Towle Dr DHCD 8 In perpetuity 
Holden Community Residence 1 Salisbury St EOHHS 4 In perpetuity 
 

Total 40B units 154
 

 2000 Census total units 5,806  
 % 40B units 2.65%  
Source: Mass. Department of housing & Community Development 
 
In a 9/23/02 description of all programs administered by the Holden Housing Authority, Executive 
Director Cynthia A. Beard9 reported the following: 

Figure 29: Status of Programs Administered by the Holden Housing Authority 
As of September 23, 2002 

Program [Location] Number 
[Location] 

Waiting list  Approximate waiting 
period / [Notes] 

667-1 Elderly/Disabled 
State-Aided Public 
Housing 

48 one-bedroom units 
[Checkerberry Village] 

Total 26,  
incl. 6 non-elderly 

Holden resident: <1 yr 
Others 1+ yr. 

705-1 Family State-
Aided Public Housing  

8 three-bedroom unit 
[Towle Dr] 

Total 49, 
incl. 3 Holden residents 

Holden resident: 3+ yrs 
Others: 5+ yrs 

Mass Rental Voucher 
Program 

2 one-bedroom 
1 two-bedroom 
 
All 3 leased up 

Total 36 
2 one-bedroom 
34 two-bedroom  
incl. 1 Holden resident 

[Per DHCD all lists are 
closed.  If a person goes 
off the program, 
voucher cannot be 
reissued.] 

Federal Section 8 
Housing Choice 
Voucher Program 

Total 59 487 on waiting list, 
  incl 2 local preference10

Local resident: 3 mos. 
Others: 2+ yrs. 
[Fed. Sec. 8 payments 
made FYE 3/31/02 = 
$270,937] 

Source: Holden Housing Authority 
                                                 
8  Town Department of Growth Management reports that these figures are still accurate. 
9  Letter provided by Town Department of Growth Management 
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Summary Findings About Holden Residents, Their Homes & Households 
 

8. The proportions of young adults and families headed by young adults have decreased 
significantly. 

9. There are increasing numbers of “nonfamily” households. 
10. Over the 1990s there was a net decline in renting households, due to no new construction of 

rental units other than Accessory Apartments, and also due to conversion of former rental units 
into owner-occupied condominiums. 

11. There has been a decrease in the overall range of choice in types of units for both rental and 
homeownership 

12. Decreased vacancy rates and quick market absorption of new construction illustrate the “hot” 
local market for renting and homeownership. 

13. Lack of housing affordability is a problem for 20% of homeowner and 32% of renting 
households.  Approximately 1100 local households are paying more than 30% of their monthly 
income on costs of housing. 

14. Less than 3% of Holden’s housing stock (154 units) was considered affordable under Chapter 
40B in 2002, indicating a deficit of more than 400 affordable units. 
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III.  Development Constraints and Limitations 
 
This section considers why some types of housing are in short supply in Holden, and whether the 
private market is likely to alleviate these limitations in housing choice.   
 
 
Land available for residential development 
 
As shown previously, this chart from the Economic Development Element shows one constraint on 
supply of available land: tax exempt parcels are the largest category of land holding in Holden. 
 
 

Figure 30: 
 
 
Residential 
land base 
exceeded by 
tax exempt 
landholdings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Analyzed by RKG, Assoc. 

 
Figure 1-8.  Distribution of Holden Land Area by Land Use 

(% of Total Acres)

Mixed Use
2%

Residential
40%

Open Space
1%

Commercial
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2%

Chapter 61
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Agricultural
4%
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45%

Recreation
1%

Source: Holden Assessment Department

 
The Town of Holden needs to make difficult choices regarding the highest and best use of remaining 
developable land.  The following figure summarizes the characteristics of remaining developable lands 
under private ownership. 
 

Figure 31: Characteristics of Holden’s Remaining Private Developable Land Base 
Number of  Total Total Assessed Avg. Parcel  Average Current Land Use 
 Parcels  Acres  Value   Size (AC)   Value/AC 

Developable/Potential Residential          696  2,672.7 $  34,499,700           3.8  $   12,908 
Chapter 61, 61A            49     790.3 $       145,800         16.1  $        184 
Developable/Potential Comm/Ind            16      21.6 $       478,500           1.4  $   22,143 
Active Agriculture            45     892.5 $       251,000         19.8  $        281 
Commercial Recreation            10     144.7 $       155,300         14.5  $     1,073 
Total          816 4,521.8 $  35,530,300           5.5  $    7,858 
 
Source: Town Assessor records analyzed by RKG Associates, Inc. 
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This figure shows that while assessor records indicate more than 2,600 acres of developable or 
potentially developable residential land, these acres are distributed among parcels whose sizes average 
less than 4 acres.  Relatively small parcels increase the difficulties in achieving density of development 
needed to provide alternatives to expensive Single Family, detached homes while at the same time 
achieving an attractive site design that includes buffering to mitigate the impact on neighbors. 
 
There are more than 1,800 acres in active agriculture, Chapter 61, Chapter 61A, and commercial 
recreation.  These lands are contained in relatively large parcels.  There will be market pressure for these 
lands to be developed.  Conservation of some land will no doubt be desirable for the sake of protecting 
natural resources, landscape features, and quality of life.  Nevertheless, significant numbers of these 
acres will be developed in the long run, and the community needs to consider whether and how to 
achieve through this development process increased ranges of housing choice other than expensive, 
Single Family detached homes. 
 
The speed with which land is being developed for residences is shown by the following figure from the 
Economic Development Element produced by RKG Associates. 

Figure 32: Pattern of Land Developed for Homes Over Time 
 

Figure 1-15.  Distribution of Residential Acres Developed 
by Decade: Town of Holden 
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Note that while 621 acres were developed for residences over the decade of the 1990s, the first 3 years 
of the current decade saw almost 630 acres developed. 
 
 
 
The following town-wide map shows the location and pattern of land in Holden that is not developed at 
this time, and which appears to be developable due to physical characteristics such as soils and slope.  
The zoning of developable areas is show by color coding.  The map was generated by Daylor Consulting 
Group, using data layers from MassGIS. 
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Figure 33: Developable Land in Holden, Showing Zoning 
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Location of developable land in relation to sewer service and zoning districts 
 
The majority of developable land Holden is located in the unsewered R-40 Zoning District, with a 
minimum lot size of 40,000 square feet.  Without sewer, 2-family and other alternatives to Single Family 
are not allowed.  Cluster development is allowed, but only for Single Family units.  Current market 
forces make most likely the development of large, expensive, Single Family detached homes. 
 
The R-1 District also requires a 40,000 s.f. minimum lot size, but with sewer 2-Family clustered homes 
are allowed.  The Town’s planning staff points out, however, that the current formula for cluster lots 
does not provide incentives for private market development of this alternative to large Single Family 
detached homes. 
 
The R-2 District has a more suburban 30,000 s.f. minimum lot size.  Only Single Family detached 
residences are allowed, except for 2-Family units in a cluster development.  Sewer service is or will be 
available. 
 
The R-10 District is served by sewer, is located along much of the Route 122A, has a 10,000 s.f. 
minimum lot size for Single Family homes, and allows multifamily homes by Special Permit on lots 
who minimum size depends upon the number of proposed units.  As outlined in the Economic 
Development Element’s discussion of Special Opportunity Areas, there may be opportunities for infill 
and relatively small scale redevelopment over time to gain more affordable and diverse residential 
choices in this District.  The Mixed Use Overlay District allows apartments above commercial uses.  
The Mixed Use Special Permit also allows residential units in the Commercial District, which also is 
located along the Route 122A Corridor 
 
 
Evaluation of Holden’s infrastructure and areas identified as best suitable for high density 
development  [Source for this subsection: Pamela Harding, Town Department of Growth Management] 
 
WATER:  The Town of Holden recently installed water mains connecting to the City of Worcester to 
enable the Town to purchase increased quantities.  This increased supply will become available by the 
end of the construction season in 2004.  The average consumption of water for Holden is currently 1.7 
million galleons per day [mgd].  The available water after the connection to Worcester and from various 
other sources will equal 4 mgd.  Water services are provided in a large majority of Holden, as shown in 
the map on that following page.  Increased densities would be appropriate where water service is 
provided and also where increased water pressure is available.  The area on Route 122A Main Street, 
between Shrewsbury and Newell is only serviced by a 6” main, and there is not adequate service in that 
area for a significant increase in demand.   
 
Because of the increased supply of water services that Holden is achieving, sewer capacity is the more 
limiting factor in determining areas appropriate for high density development.  [See following map and 
discussion] 
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Figure 34: 
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Figure 35: 
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SEWER:  Holden’s sewer capacity has been an ongoing issue.  The Town is a vital resource area for the 
Wachusett Reservoir and the City of Worcester water supply.  Due to increased efforts by the state to 
protect water quality, the Department of Conservation Services (formerly the Metropolitan District 
Commission) issued an analysis of environmentally sensitive areas for the purposes of protecting water 
quality.  The most sensitive areas were recommended for sewer service to decrease contamination of 
ground water through failing septic systems.  Through this installation, the sewerage is transmitted to the 
City of Worcester Blackstone Treatment Plan.  There is limited availability at the plant and throughout 
the sewer mains in Holden, and Holden is expected to reach the maximum capacity of 1.6 million 
gallons per day [mgd] by 2010.  
 
The location of sewers in Holden are shown in the map on the preceding page.  Current discharge 
averages 1.17 mgd per day, with an approved project of 125 units expected to add another .03 mgd, for a 
total of 1.2 mgd.  In addition these capacity issues for the system as a whole, various trunk lines in Town 
are reaching capacity, for example on Main Street.   
 
 
AREAS  SUITABLE  FOR  HIGHER  DENSITY  DEVELOPMENT.  The DCS sewer project was 
implemented after careful analysis and thorough engineering and environmental studies to reduce 
contamination in the most critical and sensitive areas.  Extensive expansion of the current sewer services 
would be disadvantageous because it would reduce capacity for the intended service areas.  This 
strongly suggests that the most desirable areas for higher density development are those which already 
are served by sewer, or which require minimal expansion to the site.  Taking these infrastructure 
considerations into account helps identify areas that are more likely to be appropriate for the higher 
density development required to achieve affordable housing in Holden’s residential real estate market.  
Other considerations include environmental issues, wetlands, lot size, and traffic impact. 
 
1.  Since sewer capacity and trunk line capacity such all significant limiting factors, areas in the 
southern portion of Town would be more appropriate for increased development due to the close 
proximity to the Worcester line.   
 
2.  The area referred to as Pinecroft is predominantly built-out with higher density single family 
“starter” homes.  Though appropriate for a high density affordable housing project, there are a very 
limited number of available lots of adequate size.    
 
3.  The Salisbury Street/Winter Hill areas contain larger tracks of land.  Sewer service terminates at 
Fisher Road.  Salisbury Street is a wide paved roadway, predominantly straight and most likely suitable 
to handle increases in traffic.   Development in this area would most likely result in residents who 
commute to the City of Worcester for employment, resulting in traffic entering the City through 
Salisbury Street and Winter Hill and avoiding increases to an already congested Main Street route. 
 
4.  Areas within Town Center and the “maze” also have high density land uses with sewer and water 
services.  Although large tracks of land in this area are extremely limited, it would be an appropriate 
location for smaller affordable projects.   
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Town policies and actions to achieve a broader range of affordability and alternatives to large 
Single Family detached homes. 
 
1. Changing zoning districts is very difficult.  The Town will accomplish more through 

carefully focused adjustments to key provisions of the Zoning Bylaw.   
 

a. Reworking the formula for Cluster Developments should increase the incentives for this type of 
development.  Market rate clustered units can provide an attractive choice of home while 
meeting some of the Town’s desires for open space and natural resource protection.  These 
incentives are unlikely to outweigh the market value of large, expensive Single Family detached 
homes, however, without significant incentives through added numbers of units and a relatively 
smooth review and permitting process.  Proactive, assertive adjustment is required, not just 
tinkering.  For example, instead of the current Special Permit requirement, the town could 
choose to allow cluster development “by right” with clear standards.  The Planning Board and 
Town Planner/Conservation Agent are currently working on options to improve the incentives to 
choose cluster over standard subdivision.  These will go before Town Meeting for adoption by 
2/3 vote. 

 
b. The current market-driven inflation of housing costs shows the need for a mechanism to gain 

affordable units through the development process, and to maintain their affordability over time.  
The Town Planner/Conservation Agent has been exploring how such a provision might fit into 
Holden’s Zoning Bylaw.  As with cluster, one key will be the Town’s willingness to negotiate 
extra housing units in exchange for desired & guaranteed affordable units. 

 
2.  For the effort and resources expended, Holden may gain more desired affordable units and 

alternative choices through the Chapter 40B Comprehensive Permit Process rather than 
amending the Zoning Bylaw.  The community should think of Chapter 40B as a tool to target 
needed development on sites where it will fit, without having to make fundamental changes in the 
overall Zoning Bylaw.  Bluntly put, until Holden achieves 10% affordable units, the community 
will have to deal with Comprehensive Permits anyway, like them or not.  In contrast, under the 
state’s new Planned Production approach, as long as Holden can make progress at a rate of 44 
affordable units a year, the Town can reject a Comprehensive Permit that it finds unacceptable.  A 
rate of 44 units per year also allows the Town to handle the service implications of achieving 
diversity and choice in housing.   

 
a.  The Town can continue to be receptive to Comprehensive Permits, working hard with the 

applicant to gain a combination of market rate and affordable units that will provide expanded 
choices for Holden, emphasizing the most needed types described in Section IV, below.  
Appended to this report is the document RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE ZONING 
BOARD OF APPEALS, Chapter 7.4, ARTICLE VIII, COMPREHENSIVE PERMIT CHAPTER 
40B LOCAL REGULATIONS.  Holden follows these regulations to facilitate the development of 
affordable housing that meets local needs and priorities.  In addition, the Holden Affordable 
Housing Partnership Committee has also adopted the second document appended to this report, 
ACTION PLAN AND GUIDELINES FOR THE TOWN OF HOLDEN [dated January 7, 2003].  
This document makes clear the key role of the Committee in working with other Town officials 
to review applications and work for the best fit between proposals, the site, and the community. 
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b.  At the same time, the Town should continue to reach out to owners of key properties to maintain 

contact and engage in discussions regarding the owners’ current and future needs and desires for 
their property.  Locally initiated “friendly” Comprehensive Permits provide a way for creative 
development [or combinations of development and conservation] that sensitively fit needed types 
of construction onto sites in ways that work for both the property owner and the community.  
“Key properties” include lands discussed above that are currently in active agriculture, Chapter 
61, Chapter 61A, and commercial recreation.  Also discussed above are areas most suitable for 
higher density development, because they are already served by sewer or are within close 
proximity to the sewer system.  In addition, the Economic Development Element’s analysis of 
Development Opportunity Areas points out that housing alternatives can be major components of 
future development and redevelopment of the Holden Sand and Gravel site, and the 122A 
Corridor. 

 
3. The Town will have most direct control over how a property is developed [or partially 

developed] if the Town owns that property.  The Town should continue to review each Town-
owned property from the perspective of how a careful development or redevelopment might help 
meet local housing needs for choice and affordability.  For example, the Town owns the former 
Rice School, which is currently only partly in use.  From the perspective of increased choice and 
affordability in housing, it is recommended that the Town establish a disposition process for the 
former Rice School and issue a request for proposals that specifies preferred uses for the property, 
to include reuse and/or redevelopment for affordable housing units that meet needs specified in 
section IV, below.  The RFP should specify that the Town would welcome a friendly 
Comprehensive Permit to accomplish the most possible for the community, with a site plan that is 
sensitive to the surrounding neighborhood.  As stressed above in this document’s Economic 
Development Component, the proceeds from such a disposition process should be targeted toward 
funding other key priority growth management efforts. 
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IV.  Summary of Holden’s Housing Needs 
 
 
This section suggestions priorities and target numbers and types of housing units for Holden’s 
plan to increase housing choice and affordability. 
 
 
Numbers and types of resident households who were under financial stress due to housing costs in 
2000. 
 
Figures 24 through 26 in Section II, above, report 1158 local households who were under financial stress 
due to housing costs in 2000, because they were paying more than 30% of their income on housing: 
 

• 956 homeowner households, of whom 183 did not have a mortgage 
• 202 renting households, of whom 95 were paying more than half their income on housing 

1158 
 
The Census does not provide details about these stressed households, but Figure 27 reports that 91 
families were below poverty level as of the 2000 Census, so it is safe to assume that many of stressed 
households need housing that is affordable to low or very low incomes.  Figure 18 reports that in 2000 
Holden was home to 178 more households with householder age 75 or more years.  This was a 30% 
increase.  It is likely that some of these households are included in the 183 homeowner households under 
housing cost-stress despite not having to pay a mortgage.  This implies that some of the low income 
households need homes that are designed for elderly persons with decreasing physical strength and 
mobility. 
 
For a homeowner not to have a mortgage usually implies long time residents, who may be retired or 
elderly living on a fixed income.  A reasonable working assumption would be that almost 200 retired or 
elderly long time Holden households are under housing cost stress, perhaps in a situation of their home 
being their main asset as well as a cost liability.  As individuals and families age, mobility restrictions 
increase, so it is also likely that a portion of these households would benefit from a more barrier-free 
and/or lower maintenance situation. 
 
Figure 18 also shows that in 2000 Holden had 300 fewer households headed by a person 25 – 34 years 
of age than had been present in 1990.  While some of these may well have “aged in place” and still be 
living in Holden, the point is that new starter households did not take their place in the community.  In 
light of Holden’s tight real estate market, it is likely that lack of affordable housing is constricting this 
portion of local population.  Meanwhile, Figure 18 also shows that households headed by persons aged 
15 – 24 increased by 82 % to a total of 69 by 2000.  These are local candidates for households to 
become Holden’s new 25 – 34 household cohort.  The Census does not report whether these starter 
households are renting or owning their homes, but traditionally this would be a predominantly renter 
population cohort.  [Note that 49 of these households are “nonfamily”.]  Considering these two 
householder age groups, it is reasonable to add to Holden’s list of housing cost-stressed households: 
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• 69 starter households with age of householder 15 – 24, of whom 20 are family and 49 are 
nonfamily households.  Traditionally this is a renting age group with low to moderate incomes. 

 
• Up to 300 young adult and family with householder age 25 – 34, to counter the 199s’ 34% loss 

in this cohort.  Housing suitable for young families should be a priority, since these were lost at 
a rate 3 times the loss of young adult nonfamily households.  A combination of low to moderate 
income rental and first time homebuyer opportunities is needed for this group. 

 
Figure 18 also reports a net loss of 118 households with age of householder 65-74.  These are typically 
early retirement years, when a combination of affordability needs and lifestyle choices may be why 
these households left Holden.  One should note that traditionally this age group especially supports the 
many volunteer activities that help a community function and contribute to the quality of community 
life.  Note that Figure 18 also reports a 140 net increase of households with age of householder 55 – 64.  
These are the local candidates for households to become the early retirement group in coming years.  
This supports adding the following to Holden’s list of cost-stressed households: 
 

• Approximately 150 households with age of householder in early retirement and retirement years 
65 - 74, to counter the1990s’ 15% loss in this cohort and to retain a steady portion of 
households approaching retirement.  Housing options are needed that accommodate changing 
lifestyle, more fixed income, less desire and ability to perform routine home maintenance, and 
decreased mobility.  Households of concern likely include a range of low, moderate, and middle 
incomes. 

 
 
The next figure summarizes these findings. 
 

Figure 36: Especially Needed Affordable Housing Options in Holden 
 

Number of 
units 

Group of concern Likely income 
ranges** 

Unit characteristics 

69 Starter HH age 15 -24 Low  Mix of family & nonfamily 
Rental 

Up to 300 Young adult & family 
HH age 25 – 34 

Low and moderate Rental & first time homebuyers 
Condominiums 

Approx. 150 Early retirement & 
retirement HH age 65 - 
74 

Low, moderate, and 
middle  

0-, 1-, or 2-bedroom 
Low or no maintenance 
Barrier-free 
Support active, changing lifestyle 
Assisted living 

519 
 
**  It is a complex question what constitutes low, moderate, and middle income.  State affordability 
guidelines define income ranges in relation to area-wide median as follows: low = no more than 50% of 
median income, moderate = no more than 80%, and middle = no more than 120%.  Thus, in Holden’s 
case and using the specified median for Worcester County [$58,400], here are the State’s overall income 
guidelines: 
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Low income no more than $29,200 
Moderate income no more than $46,720 
Middle income no more than $70,080 

 
The 7/2/02 Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development instructions for 
requesting housing certification under Chapter 418 list for Holden the “affordable rent” of 
$1,460/month, and “affordable purchase price” of $285,592. 
 
Note:  Where a specific household’s income falls in the range of low, moderate, or middle depends upon 
the number of persons in the household.  What is a moderate income for a single person could easily be 
a low income for a family of 4.   
 
 
Holden’s especially needed affordable housing options in relation to Chapter 40B 
 
When Holden achieves approximately 519 units as outlined in Figure 36, the Town will be at or close to 
compliance with Chapter 40B, assuming the Town has also been able to gain at least 10% affordable 
units to keep pace with new market rate units so as to avoid sliding away from compliance by.  Thus it is 
recommended that Holden set the objective of achieving the units outlined in Figure 33 PLUS affordable 
units that number at least 10% of all new market rate development. 
 
Under the recent Planned Development regulations [760 CMR 31.07(1)(i)], Holden does not all at once 
have to achieve 10% units that “count” toward 40B in order to avoid unwanted Comprehensive Permits.  
Once the Town has a certified plan, for every year that Holden achieves 44 units toward local objectives 
the community can say no to Comprehensive Permits that do not offer what the community needs.  This 
is a rolling average; for example, if the community achieves 88 units that count in one year, that will 
provide 2 years of relief from undesirable Comprehensive Permits.  Thus it is recommended that Holden 
set the objective of proactively seeking to gain a range of affordable units at a steady pace of at least 44 
units per year, giving priority to units outlined in Figure 28. 
 
Note also that this rate of 44 units per year also allows the Town to handle service implications of these 
new homes. 
 
An advantage of Chapter 40B is that it drives home the need to tie in guarantees of affordability over 
time.  Certainly with Holden’s experience of rising, inflated housing costs, the community can see why 
this is an important aspect of meeting Holden’s affordable housing needs. 
 
 
 
Other needed housing choices unlikely to be offered by market trends in Holden. 
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The findings of Sections I & II show why Holden needs to work for a diversity of housing options other 
than large Single Family detached homes.  The preceding subsections considered the implications of 
Holden’s demographic trends for affordability needs.  These same demographic trends imply a growing 
mismatch between: (1) residents’ times of life, lifestyle choices, and physical resources, and (2) the 
market trend toward production of large, maintenance-heavy Single Family homes on large lots.  
Affordability issues aside, the community lacks diversity of choice due to scarcity or unavailability of: 

 



 
 

• Rentals for all types of households 
• Smaller residences of 0 to 3 bedrooms for persons just starting out, empty nesters, seniors & 

elderly 
• Clustered homes for reduced maintenance and less suburban setting 
• Convenient, urbane units in centrally located townhouse or mixed use settings 
• Assisted living/continued care 

 
 
 
Section III, above, recommends actions and policies that Holden should consider to carry out a 
strategically targeted, proactive effort to intervene in real estate market trends enough to increase 
the range of housing choice for the community. 
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B. ACTION PLAN AND GUIDELINES FOR THE TOWN OF HOLDEN 
 AFFORDABLE HOUSING PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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APPENDIX  A: 
 

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
Chapter 7.4 

ARTICLE VIII 
 

COMPREHENSIVE PERMIT CHAPTER 40 B  
LOCAL REGULATIONS 

 
These rules establish procedures for applications to the Zoning Board of Appeals for submission of all 
comprehensive permits under M.G.L. c. 40B § 20-23.  The purpose of these rules is to facilitate the 
development of affordable housing in Massachusetts.  
 
These rules are not intended to replace or sufficiently describe the comprehensive permit procedures and 
should be read in conjunction with the complete regulation of the Housing Appeals Committee, 760 
CMR 30.00 and 31.00.  The purpose of these rules is to facilitate the filing of a comprehensive permit in 
a descriptive manner.  

 
 

CONTENTS OF FILING AN APPLICATION 
 
1. A site approval letter from the subsidizing agency 
2. An application form 
3. Evidence of site control 
4. The applicant shall provide proof that they are a public agency, a non-profit organization, or a 

limited dividend organization  
5. An existing conditions plan showing the location of all existing buildings, streets, open spaces, 

topography, wetlands.  
6. A preliminary subdivision design (signed by a registered engineer, registered architect or other 

pertinent design professional) showing, but not limited to the location and footprints of all proposed 
buildings, changes in grading and topography, parking landscaping, roads, walkways and driving, 
open space wetlands, infrastructure and utilities.   

7. Preliminary architectural drawings (scaled and signed by a registered architect) which includes the 
location and use of all buildings, typical floor plans, elevations, section construction type and 
exterior finish.  

8. Building tabulations including the number and type of buildings, number and size of units, number 
of bedrooms per building, floor area of units, building and imperious surface coverage 

9. Preliminary subdivision plan (if applicable) 
10. Preliminary utilities plan showing the proposed location and types of water, wastewater and 

stormwater facilities including hydrants.   
11. A complete list of waivers and exceptions that are being sought from any local regulations, by laws 

and/or policies.  
12. The number of affordable housing units, the income eligibility standards, and sale price of the 

market units.   
13. List of state and other needed approvals necessary to be granted prior to the issuance of a building 

permit.   
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14. Any additional information that the ZBA requires which is related to the project which is necessary 

to make a decision.   
15. The applicant must submit 28 complete sets of plans  
16. The applicant must submit 28 sets of 11x17 plans which includes an existing conditions plan, a 

preliminary site plan, a preliminary building plan and list of waivers.   
17. A certified abutters list with addressed stamped envelopes with the Town Hall 1196 Main Street, 

Holden, MA 01520 as the return address. 
18. A proposed monitoring agreement by an approved monitoring agency. 
 
 
NEW ENGLAND FUND REQUIREMENTS are in addition to the above requirements.  
19. The number of affordable housing units, the income eligibility standards, how the developer will 

comply with the limited dividend aspect of the program. 
20. Market analysis 
21. Future affordable sale price criteria  
 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
1. The exterior of the affordable units shall be indistinguishable from the exterior of the market-rate 

units. 
2. Affordable units shall be dispersed throughout a project.  
 

REVIEW FEES 
$250 plus $10 per dwelling unit 
 
In addition to this filing fee the ZBA may employ outside consultants to provide technical or legal 
assistance in reviewing a comprehensive permit application.  Whenever feasible, as determined by the 
ZBA, the ZBA will work cooperatively with the developer to identify appropriate consultants.  The ZBA 
may require the developer to pay all or part of the consultant’s fees.  Consultants may include but not be 
limited to special counsel to the ZBA, traffic, design review and or real estate consultation.    
 
PROCEDURES 
Applicants are strongly encouraged to meet with Town staff and the Affordable Housing Committee 
prior to submitting an application 
 
The Zoning of Appeals will notify all local boards, commissions and officials of the filing within 10 
days of receipt of the Comprehensive Permit.  Notification shall be sent to the Board of Selectmen, the 
Board of Health, the Conservation Commission, the Planning Board, the Affordable Housing 
Partnership Committee, the Holden Housing Authority,  the Transportation/Circulation Committee, 
Holden Historical Commission.  And the following Town Departments; the Town Manager, The 
Department of Public Works, the Police Chief, Fire Chief, Building Commissioner.  The Town 
Administration will distribute the necessary documentation but plans must be provided by the applicant.   
 
The Affordable Housing Partnership Committee will provide a written recommendation to the 
Zoning Board of Appeals within a reasonable amount of time from the date of submission of the 
Comprehensive Permit.   
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Town Administration will conduct a staff meeting with the applicant, or a representative of, within 25 
days or receipt of the application 
 
The ZBA will open the public hearing for the Comprehensive  Permit within 30 days from the date of 
receipt of the application.   
 

REGULATORY AGREEMENTS   
Affordable units must be made available to households who have an income of 80% or less of the 
median income of the area as determined by the Massachusetts Department of Housing and 
Community Development.   
 
The applicant must submit certification of total development costs and total revenue on a federal income 
tax basis, prepared and certified by a CPA acceptable to the monitoring agent and the Town. 
 
All profits in excess of the 20 percent of project costs must be allocated to the Town and used for 
purposes of affordable housing.   
 
 
DECISIONS 
All affordable units in a comprehensive permit application must remain so in perpetuity.   
 
The Zoning Board of Appeals must file a decision within 40 (forty) days of the close of the public 
hearing.   
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APPENDIX  B: 
  

ACTION PLAN AND GUIDELINES FOR THE TOWN OF HOLDEN  
 
 

Prepared by The Affordable Housing Partnership Committee 
 
Prepare a guide to local comprehensive permit regulations and applications.  
 
Purpose – to provide a formal approach for the town and for developers to meet the required affordable 
housing needs for the town of Holden in a manner which enhances the towns housing needs, goals and 
character, the committee will implement the following action plan and housing strategy; 
 
Affordable Housing –  Is defined as housing that is affordable to a household whom makes eighty 
percent of the median income and utilizes 30% of that income for housing costs. 
 

Action Plan and Housing Strategy to be Implemented.  
  
♦ Develop an affordable housing  plan based on the needs of the town. 
♦ Establish criteria to evaluate all affordable housing proposals submitted to the town or to be 

developed by the town of Holden  
♦ Make recommendations on particular housing proposals submitted to the Town of Holden. 
♦ Locate suitable land for the development of affordable housing. 
♦ Work in cooperation with developers of affordable housing. 
♦ Increase public awareness and promote education of first time homebuyers and affordable housing 

requirements of Chapter 40B of the Massachusetts state enabling acts. 
♦ Obtain and maintain Chapter 418 Housing Certification through the Massachusetts Department of 

Housing and Community Development.   
 
Specific strategies to be promoted and proposed; 
 
1. Establish the Holden Community Development Corporation as a non-profit developer of first time 

and affordable housing projects on town owned or controlled land. To provide new housing on town 
owned parcels of land and specifically promote the ultimate ownership by qualified and income 
eligible town of Holden employees. This agency will then make the town eligible for certain local, 
state and federal funding to meet our ultimate goal of the rehabilitation and construction of 
affordable housing stock in the Town of Holden to bring our town into compliance with state 
requirements.  

 
2. Pursue funding for the development of affordable and first time home-buyer projects.  
 
3. Identify developers that would work with the town of Holden in creating affordable housing. 
 
4. After submission and analysis by our committee, advise local boards and entities regarding specific 

proposals submitted to the Town of Holden, specifically Chapter 40B proposals. 
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5. The affordable housing partnership committee will act as the expediter for any Local Initiative 

Proposals and applications.  
 
6. Public education of the needs of affordable and first time home ownership requirements needed to 

maintain Holden as a balanced community with a well rounded base of citizens.  
 
7. The Affordable Housing Committee will request to review all property that will be taken out of 

Chapter 61, which the Town is given the right to first refusal.   
 

HOUSING STRATEGY 
 

OBJECTIVES –  
1. To increase the range of choices in housing available to current and future Holden residents.  The 

Affordable Housing Partnership Committee’s concept of affordability includes both the variety of 
housing type and the range of housing costs in order to meet the needs of people in different stages 
of life.   

 
2. To achieve affordable units over the short, medium and long range.  Some tools can and will begin 

to decrease the deficit within the next year or two.  Other tools will require time to show results.  
Each has a part to play in achieving Holden’s affordable housing goals 

 
SPECIFIC GOALS: 
1) To reduce the current unit deficit gradually but steadily over the next ten years at an average number 

of units per year.  
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CRITERIA USED FOR RANKING STRATEGIES 
 
1) The relative number of affordable units that would be generated over the next ten years.   

2) Which identified housing needs would most likely be met: elderly, single, young couples, first time 
homebuyers, renters elderly and special needs. 

3) The relative ease or difficulty of implementing the strategy considerations include the financial cost 
to Holden, the ease of gaining needed support (i.e., Public opinion and town meeting approval) and 
ease of administering the strategy.  

4) Whether or not the affordable units generated would count according to the state’s criteria of 
affordability  

 
 
 
SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 
1) Achieve affordable units on parcels of town-owned land. Owners of other parcels in community may 

decide they wish to contribute toward meeting the need for affordable housing but may feel unable 
to assume the administrative responsibilities (i.e. churches). 

2) Achieve affordable units through allowing accessory apartments under special permits. 
3) Achieve increased choice in housing types through mixed use development of parcels currently 

zoned for commercial use only (i.e., industrial districts). With careful attention to site design 
requirements this option can achieve a significant number of rental or condominium units for the 
community. It has the added advantage of removing large parcels of land from total office 
development. 

4) Achieve affordable units through increased incentives for Mixed Use Development. By providing 
incentives within the zoning provisions for mixed use development, the community can achieve 
residential units that not only increase housing choice, but also help make up our affordable housing 
deficit. 

5) Achieve increased housing choice and affordable units through construction of duplexes. Duplexes 
could be allowed by right or a special permit along similar lines as those proposed for accessory 
units. The premise of such an approach is that under certain conditions the placement of duplexes 
within single family neighborhoods results in minimum disruption. 

6) Achieve affordable units through inclusionary zoning. It is recommended that a community adopt an 
inclusionary zoning provision. Inclusionary zoning provides a density incentive to developers 
provided that a certain number of units are designated as affordable. The rationale behind this 
approach is twofold: (1) affordable units fit into the community best when they are integrated with 
market rate units, and (2) the construction costs are borne by the private developer rather than the 
public purse. (ie: to require housing developers to include at least 10% affordable units). These units 
must be scattered throughout the proposed development as much as possible. 

 
 
 
REVIEW GUIDELINES 
The Affordable Housing Partnership Committee will conduct an initial review of the propose 
development concept and work closely with Town boards and committees to identify health, safety, and 
other issues. The partnership will primarily concentrate its review upon issues of affordability, rather 
than assume responsibility for analyzing such issues as infrastructure, site planning and environmental 
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considerations which are best addressed by existing boards and committees charged with those 
responsibilities.  The purpose of these guidelines is to spell out the review criteria and process for 
affordable housing development so that health, safety and affordable housing issues may be worked out 
prior to the start of the Board of Appeals hearings.  Both the partnership and the Board of Selectmen will 
then be able to make an informed recommendation relating to a State funding application. Support of an 
application does not constitute Town approval of the specific plan. The Board of Appeals is the 
decision-making body for Comprehensive Permits (Chapter 774 of the Acts of 1969, codified in 
Massachusetts General Laws as Chapter 40B). The steps presented below may vary somewhat on a 
project-by-project basis, depending on the specific issues of the proposed plans.   
 
Step 1. Initial Contact 
Developer receives a copy of the Town Guidelines for Affordable Housing from the partnership. 
Developer contacts the partnership to schedule the introductory meeting. 
Step 2. First Meeting with the partnership 
The purpose of this meeting is to introduce the project. The developer should be prepared to present an 
overview of the project concept. The partnership will decide whether or not to support the concept at this 
meeting. Several weeks prior to the scheduled meeting, the developer should submit copies of all 
materials to the partnership to allow time for 
review. Submittal requirements are: 
 

a) Location of project, name of applicant, and form of entity (i.e. partnership, corporation. etc.) 
b) Existing conditions plan showing topography and environmental features. 
c) Conceptual site plan showing building footprints, parking, roads, drives, buffers and 

environmental 
d) features. 
e) Density. 
f) Housing types. 
g) Proposed subsidy program(s). 
h) Number and percentage of affordable units. 
i) Zoning and Subdivision Rules and Regulations conformity analysis. 
j) Preliminary development proforma. 
k) Preliminary traffic analysis, including trip generation and distribution data and site drive 

evaluation, in order to 
l) determine scope of detailed traffic study 
 

Step 3. Introductory Meeting with Boards and Department Heads 
The Town Manager will schedule a brief introduction of the project by the developer at a regularly 
scheduled departmental meeting to be held within one month of submittal of the concept plan. The 
partnership will distribute the initial submission materials to the various departments in order to "flag” 
technical issues or concerns generated by the proposed project. At this time the developer is encouraged 
to submit an application to the state for grant funding for technical review as may be required by the 
City/Town. Participating departments include planning, conservation, selectmen, health, building, 
engineering, fire, police and tree warden. Written comments will be compiled and sent to the 
partnership. 
Step 4. Development of Preliminary Plans 
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Following comment by the Housing Committee and departments, the developer should prepare 
preliminary plans. These plans must be sufficiently detailed to permit meaningful review by the 
applicable board/department. Preliminary plans must include: 

 



 

a) General information, including name, locus map, number of units, owner, proposed lender, 
attorney, contact person, resumes of development team, and name of development. 

b) Resume and past projects. 
c) Development proforma. 
d) Project description, including unit mix with respect to ownership/rental, bedrooms, 

subsidized/market sales, subsidized/market rental, proposed density, total site area, total 
buildable site area, total building coverage of site,site coverage for walks, parking and roads, 
open space. 

e) Architectural elevations and unit floor plans. 
f) Site plan delineating boundaries, lot lines, wetlands, watercourses, flood plains, ground water 

protection zones, and proposed/existing topography, building footprints, parking, roads and drives. 

g) Sewer/septic location and preliminary design. 
h) Proposed drainage location and design. 
i) Traffic impact analysis, including LOS analysis and proposed mitigation of impact. 
j) Preliminary environmental impact data. 
k) Water impact report. 
l) Streets: all information required by Subdivision Rules and Regulations (i.e. cross sections, 

profile, details, etc.) 
m) Name of site engineer with appropriate seal. 
n) Certified abutters list. 
o) Identification of housing subsidy programs to be utilized. 

p) Zoning and other variances needed. 

 
Step 5. Public Participation 
The developer is responsible for soliciting community concerns relevant to the proposed project. A 
public meeting will be held by the partnership. The developer is responsible for directly notifying 
abutters (living within 300' of project)by certified mail, return receipt to the partnership. The partnership 
will assist the developer in coordinating this activity as necessary. This meeting will take place within 
three weeks of submittal of complete Preliminary Plans. The partnership will submit concerns identified 
at this meeting to the appropriate board/department. 
 
 
Step 6. Informal Staff Review Working Session(s) 
Joint review will be undertaken by the partnership, Planning Conservation, Health, Public Works, Fire 
Department and Water District. These working sessions will be coordinated by the Planning Department 
staff. The developer is responsible for funding this review through a state grant program or his/her own 
resources. Clarifications or refinements of the plan may be requested from the developer during this 
phase. Any items identified earlier as points of negotiation will be discussed at this time. If applicable, 
Planning Department staff will coordinate a joint review with representatives of the Planning Board and 
Conservation Commission. The purpose is to ensure a coordinated 
review process through increased interaction. 
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Step 7. Application to the Board of Appeals for a Comprehensive Permit 
The partnership will meet with the developer to re-negotiate project trade-off. Options will be clarified. 
The intent at this point in the process is to have substantial agreement on the design. This agreement, 
"negotiated" in the process described above, will form the basis of the Comprehensive Permit 
submission to the Board of Appeals. At this point, the Board of Selectmen and the partnership would be 
prepared to issue a formal letter of support for project funding, if so decided. The partnership will assist 
the developer through the review process as expeditiously as possible. Assuming that the developer can 
complete preliminary plans within two months, the process should be completed within six months, 
depending on the complexity of the project. The process will greatly facilitate the formal 
Comprehensive Permit review. 
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